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ABSTRACT

This dissertation explores the properties and applications of graphene and graphene
fluoride at the junction of physics, material science and electronics. We study the
synthesis and characterization of these two novel carbon nanomaterials, and their
potential applications in biochemical sensing and optoelectronics.
We start with chemical vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis of large-scale single-layer
graphene sheets, followed by material characterization and device fabrication. We
demonstrate bio-sensor arrays based on ion-sensitive graphene field-effect transistors
(ISGFETs). The ISGFETs are capable of operating in solution environment and show
typical carrier mobilities around 5000 cm2/Vs for both electrons and holes. A pulsing gate
technique is employed to suppress the hysteresis present in GFETs. Using a SiO2 layer as
sensing surface, pH measurement with an average sensitivity of 46 mV/pH is achieved.
The pH sensing mechanism of ISGFETs can be explained by a site-dissociation model.
We further demonstrate the functionalization of the SiO2 surface with 3aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS). Preliminary studies of DNA hybridization show
the promise of the ISGFETs as biosensors.
Band gap engineering of graphene is a potential way to extend its applications to
optoelectronics. We explore a chemical approach to open a band gap in graphene using
fluorination. Thermal fluorination of bulk graphite yields a stoichiometric chemical
derivative, (CF)n. Photoluminescence from (CF)n with laser energies up to 5.08 eV is
studied at a wide range of temperatures and reveals its six emission modes. The lineshape
of these emission modes implies that they are associated with mid-gap states related to
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defects, possibly fluorine deficient sites. The band gap of (CF)n is likely beyond the
highest excitation energy employed, which suggests that it is a wide gap insulator.
Partial fluorination is studied to achieve a reduced band gap. We employ CF4 plasma
to treat CVD graphene sheets. The fluorine-containing radicals react with graphene to
form CFx (x = 1, 2, 3) functional groups. As plasma time or power increases, CFx shifts to
larger x components and eventually turns into CF4 gas molecules. We find that the
transport behavior in this regime is dominated by the inhomogeneity of fluorination,
which is related with the structural features of CVD graphene, i.e.. multi-layer patches,
folds and wrinkles. Tunneling current from fluorinated graphene is shown to decrease
drastically as fluorination time increases, which is consistent with the increase of the
band gap. We observe that at lower fluorination ratio, the tunneling current can be
explained by the Poole-Frenkel mechanism. The results of our studies suggest a way to
achieve carbon based two dimensional semiconductors for both fundamental research and
applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The chemical element carbon is one of the most abundant elements on earth. When
carbon is in the form of simple substance, it can be as hard as diamond or as soft as pencil
lead, all depending on the hybridization of its orbitals, i.e. sp3 (diamond) or sp2 (graphite)
hybridization. Carbon nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes and fullerenes were
discovered more than 20 years ago. They constitute a new class of carbon materials with
properties differing significantly from bulk carbon materials. For example, unlike
graphite which is semimetallic, carbon nanotubes can be either metallic or
semiconducting. The studies on the synthesis methods and properties of these carbon
nanomaterials have opened up new avenues to various fields, such as catalysis, energy
storage, etc. Due to their small size and possibly good electronic properties, they are also
proposed to replace silicon for future generation nanoelectronics. Among these carbon
nanomaterials, graphene has received wide attention recently due to its intrinsic two
dimensional geometry, extremely high carrier mobility and mechanical strength.
Graphene is a single layer of graphite, consisting only sp2 carbons in honeycomb lattice
structure.
This chapter introduces various forms of carbon nanomaterials, and then focuses on
the structural and electronic properties of graphene. It also discusses the band gap
engineering of graphene, mainly focuses on fluorination of graphene. The last section of
this chapter gives an overview of this thesis.

1.1 Background on carbon nanomaterials
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Carbon belongs to group IV, with the ouuter orbitals as 2s, 2px, 2py and 2pz. There aree
c
hyybridizationss: sp3, in w
which all fouur orbitals mix and fo
orm σ bond,
two most common
and sp2 , inn which 2s mixes withh 2px and 22py and forrm σ bond while the separate
s
2pz
forms π bonnd (Fig. 1-11).
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Figure 1-1. Carbon
C
orbittal sp and sp
p hybridizaations lead too different eleectronic propperties.
Adapted from
m Ref. [1]

One of the motivations to
t explore carbon-baased materrials is caarbon-basedd
nanotechnoology, whichh is proposeed as the ulltimate soluttion to the sscaling probblems facedd
by silicon technology,
t
since manyy carbon-baased materiaals are inherrently low-d
dimensionall
materials[22-4], as show
wn in Fig. 1-2.
1 Numeroous approacches have been proposeed, either too
completely substitute Si
S or be inteegrated in a hybrid systtem[5].

Figure 1-2. Examples
E
off carbon nanoomaterials sppan from 0D to 2D. Adappted from Reef. [6]
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For the past 20 years, carbon nanotube research has been at the core of carbon-based
nanotechnology. It has been leading the way toward many applications in electronics,
such as FET and optoelectronic devices[3, 7]. With breakthroughs in single chirality
sorting and aligned synthesis, nanotube electronics has shown promising sign of scaling
down to few nanometers[8, 9]. The typical width of the device is on the order of 1 nm
with bottom-up lithographic process. After the first experimental measurement was
performed on a single-layer of graphene in 2004[10], great interest has been attracted
toward this 2D carbon nanomaterial[11, 12], with promising applications in FETs,
sensors and transparent electrodes.
Due to its interesting properties, including linear band structure, extremely large
carrier mobility, high mechanical strength, large surface-to-volume ratio, etc., graphene
quickly becomes a new focus of studies in different fields. Its chemical derivatives also
receive attentions due to the possibility of possessing a band gap. Figure 1-3 shows three
most common derivatives of graphene: graphane (GH), graphene fluoride (GF) and
graphene oxide (GO). Graphane and graphene fluoride, or fluorographene, have similar
lattice structure, i.e. each carbon atom attaches with one hydrogen or fluorine atom.
Graphene oxide does not have periodic lattice structure. Carboxyl and epoxy groups
present similar as defects on graphene sheet.
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a

b

c

Figure 1-3. Chemical derivative of graphene: graphane (a)[13], graphene fluoride (b) and
graphene oxide (c)[14].

1.2 Atomic structure, band structure and electronic properties of graphene
The structure of graphene is planar sheet of sp2 -bonded carbon atoms in honeycomb
lattice. It is the basic building block of graphite. The C-C bond length in graphene is aC-C
= 1.42 Å. Figure 1-4 (a) shows the unit cell of graphene lattice, which is defined by unit
vectors a1 and a2:
C C

a

C C

3, √3 , a

3, √3 .

(1.1)

It can be seen clearly that one unit cell of graphene consists of A and B two
sublattices. When converting the real space lattice into the k-space, the first Brillouin
zone (FBZ) of graphene looks the same as that of real space with 90 degree rotation. The
reciprocal-lattice vectors are given by
b

C C

1, √3 , b

1, √3 .

C C

(1.2)

The positions of high-symmetry points K and K' (zone corner) are given by
K

C C

,

√

C C

,K

C C

,

√

C C

.

(1.3)
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a

b
a1

b1

M

A
Γ

B

K
b2

a2

Figure 1-4. (a) Real space graphene unit cell and primitive vectors (b) FBZ in k-space with
reciprocal-lattice vectors.

The tight-binding model, with ε as the diagonal eigenvalue, t as the transfer integral
and s as the overlap integral s between the nearest atoms A and B, gives the energy
eigenvalues as[15]

E k
|f k |

ω k

1

,

4 cos

(1.4)

4 cos

cos

√

k a ,

(1.5)

where the minus sign corresponds to the π* and the plus sign the π band, as shown in
Figure 1-5. Close to K (K') point (k = K + q), the upper and lower band touch each other
and approach linear, as described by
E q
where vF

1

ε

tω K

q

νF |q|,

(1.6)

10 m/s is the Fermi velocity[16]. The spectrum described by Eq. 1.6 is

equivalent to that obtained from solving the 2D massless Dirac equation, hence the name
Dirac point for K (K'). In pristine graphene, the system is half filled with Fermi level at
Dirac point. Therefore the low-energy physics is mostly described by the linear spectrum,
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which givees graphen
ne unique electronic properties. Angle reesolved pho
otoemission
n
spectroscoppy (ARPES
S) shows the band can
n be consideered linear within 200
0 meV from
m
Dirac poin
nt, beyond which
w
electtron-phonon
n coupling gives rise small deviations[17].
With energ
gy increases to above 1 eV, trigonaal warping effect
e
furtheer changes the
t linear
band[18].

Figure 1-5. Electronic
E
diispersion in graphene in the unit of t. Right: zoom
m-in of the energy
e
bandss
close to the D
Dirac point.[[16]

Close to
o Dirac poin
nt, the effecctive Hamilttonian for electrons
e
hass the form
HK,K
where σ

σ ,σ

vF σ · p

(1.7)

an
nd p is the momentum
m
operator. The
T Pauli m
matrix term σ is the so--

called pseu
udospin, and
d is originatted from tw
wo sublatticees (A and B
B). The two pseudospin
n
is either paarallel or antiparallel
a
to the momentum. Itt is useful to define the
t helicity
y
operator

· /p, with eigenv
value as +1 for parallell (K valley)) and -1 for antiparallell

(K' valley)), as shown
n in Fig. 1-6.
1
The heelicity (som
metimes alsso called chirality)
c
off
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electrons in graphene is responsible for the Klein tunneling effect[19, 20]. A more
detailed review can be found in Ref. [21].

Figure 1-6. At the K valley, electrons have positive helicity, h = 1, while at the K’ valley, the
helicity is negative. The 180° backscattering is suppressed for intravalley scattering (long-range),
but not for intervalley scattering events (short-range). From Ref. [21]

The possibility of graphene being used as transistor material has been actively
explored, largely due to its extremely high carrier mobility. It has been shown that
suspended graphene has mobility reaching 200,000 cm2/Vs[22] much higher than that of
conventional semiconductor materials, such as Si, Ge and GaAs. The high carrier
mobility in graphene is widely believed to originate from the fact that the energy of
optical phonon in graphene is much higher (>150 meV) than that in conventional
semiconductors (~65 meV in Si)[23]. Hence, the dominant scattering is from acoustic
phonon (mainly LA mode) with a linear-T dependence[24-26]. At room temperature, the
acoustic phonon scattering model gives a theoretical mobility ~ 2×105 cm2/Vs.
However, graphene FET prepared on SiO2 surface needs to take into account the
remote oxide phonon (ROP) scattering from the substrate[27]. At room temperature, two
phonon modes of SiO2 substrate contribute to ROP scattering and limits the carrier
mobility in GFET to ~4×104 cm2/Vs[25]. The experimental measurements on GFET
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fabricated on SiO2 usually yield much lower mobility than the predicted upper limit. It is
attributed to the Coulomb scattering from SiO2/graphene interfacial charges, which will
be discussed in details in Chapter 3. To eliminate the substrate effect while avoiding the
complex procedures of making suspended devices, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is
proposed as an ideal substrate, due to its atomically smooth surface with almost no
dangling bonds and charge traps. It has been reported that GFET fabricated on BN
substrate shows much higher mobility than that on SiO2[28].

1.3 Band gap engineering
As the high mobility of graphene suggests its use as transistor material, the absence of
a band gap calls for a limit of the applications of graphene in opto-electronic devices,
such as light emitting and detecting devices, photovoltaic devices. Only with a band gap,
can graphene fulfill its possibility as next generation transistor material. Several
approaches have been taken to open a band gap:
1. Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). In narrow graphene nanoribbons, due to quantum
confinement, the continuous band develops finite gap. The energy of the gap can be
estimated by considering only the quantum confinement which leads to ∆E
2eV/W nm . To achieve an applicable band gap, one needs to scale GNRs below 10 nm
in width. Besides quantum confinement, the chirality of the nanoribbons and edge effect
also play a role in the gap energy. Many experiments have been performed in this field
through different approaches from lithographic etching graphene, unzipping singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) to epitaxially growing GNRs. The challenge facing
the field is to make a nanometer narrow GNR while maintain its quality. Recent
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breakthrough in synthesizing atomically precise GNRs through dehalogenation and
cyclodehydrogenation has shown promising sign in moving the field forward[29].
2. Strain engineer. Theoretical work predicts that by applying uniaxial strain on
graphene, tunable band gap at K point can be realized. First-principle calculations show a
band-gap opening of ~300 meV for graphene under 1% uniaxial tensile strain[30].
However, so far there is no clear experimental observation for a band gap opening in
straining graphene. Applying strain in specific crystallographic directions are also
proposed [30]. This remains an actively explored field.
3. Multilayer GFET with perpendicular electric field. Theoretical and experimental
studies have shown that tunable band gap more than 100 meV can achieved through
applying perpendicular electric field to AB stacked bilayer or ABC stacked trilayer
GFET[31-33]. However, due to e-h puddles on the substrate, the gap cannot be directly
observed through transport measurements.
4. Chemical derivatives of graphene: graphene oxide (GO), graphane (GH), graphene
fluoride (GF). Among these three, the synthesis of GO is the most facile one and usually
results in large quantity. GO is reported to be soluble in solution, and therefore is suitable
for uniform coating. Unlike graphene, GO is a 2D network of sp3- and sp2 -bonded atoms:
a large fraction of carbon is sp3 hybridized and covalently bonded with oxygen in form of
epoxy and hydroxyl groups; sp2 hybridized carbon atoms either bond with neighboring
carbon atoms or with oxygen in the form of carboxyl and carbonyl groups mainly at the
edge. Experimentally it is found that the structure of GO is predominantly amorphous due
to distortions from sp3 C-O bonds[34, 35]. Experiments have been conducted on GH
since the theoretically prediction of the existence a band gap in GH[13, 36]. The
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challenge is GH is not stable at room temperature, and so far no experiment can achieve
high hydrogenation of graphene.
In our study, we take the approach of graphene fluorination. The structure of graphite
fluoride ((CF)n) has been studied for more than a decade. Like graphite, it is also a
layered material. Fully fluorinated graphite is stacked by layers of graphene fluoride (GF),
as shown in Fig. 1-7. The unit cell of graphene fluoride is derived from that of graphene
by insertion of three covalently bonded fluorine atoms above and three below, which then
becomes puckered as shown in Fig.1-7. Besides the structure shown in the figure below,
also called chair structure, early theoretical work[37] also proposed boat structure, in
which two adjacent carbon atoms bonds with fluorine atoms on one side. Experimental
studies using X-ray tools have verified the chair structure is the more stable one. The C-C
bond length in (CF)n is also measured as 1.54Å. The layer to layer distance is measured
as 5.8 Å. As one can see, after fluorine bonding, the honeycomb lattice expands, which
we observed in our study and will be talked in details in Chapter 5.2.

a

b

C

aCF‐CF=1.55Å

F
Figure 1-7. Atomic structure of graphene fluoride[37-42]
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Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation has shown that fully fluorinated
graphene possesses a band gap of 3.5 eV at Γ point[37, 42], shown in Fig. 1-8. When
taking into account the quasi-particle effect, this value can be as high as 7.4 eV[43].

a

b

Figure 1-8. Theoretical band structure for graphene fluoride from Ref. [37] (a) and Ref. [42] (b)

In the case of fully fluorination, the large direct band gap in GF makes it a promising
material in UV light source applications. What is more interesting is in the case of partial
fluorination, GFx. Recent DFT calculations show GFx possesses an x-dependent band gap
Eg from below 1 eV to 3 eV[44]. With a gap within visible light range, GFx is promising
candidate for applications ranging from solar cells to photo sensors.

1.4 Overview of the thesis
This dissertation is organized into six chapters: Chapter 1 introduces graphene as one
type of carbon nanomaterials and also reviews its structural and electronic transport
properties, including its band structure by tight-binding model, origin and effects of
pseudospin. It also talks about some problems in integrating graphene into conventional
FET, e.g. mobility limitation due to the ROP scattering and the lack of band gap and
possible routes to overcome them. Chapter 2 to Chapter 4 are mainly on graphene,
graphene FETs (GFETs) and the applications of GFETs on bio-sensing. Chapter 2
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describes graphene synthesis methods used in the study, i.e. mechanical exfoliation and
CVD growth on copper foils, and then discusses the morphology and quality
characterizations of the synthesized graphene sheets. Chapter 3 focuses on graphene FET
(GFET) fabrication and measurements. It first reviews the GFET transport theory and
then moves to the details of GFET fabrication, including wet transfer and
photolithography. The last section of Chapter 3 talks about the generic transport results
from these GFETs using back gate and solution top gate. It also discusses the pulsing gate
measurement procedures and advantages. Chapter 4 is about the application of GFETs on
biosensing. It first defines ISFET and reviews its mechanism. Then it discusses using
GFETs as pH sensors, including experimental results and theoretical explanations. The
last section of Chapter 4 talks about surface functionalization of GFETs with receptors
for deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sensing. Chapter 5 presents our studies on band gap
engineering of graphene through fluorination. The first section of Chapter 5 discusses
fluorination of graphite in fluorine gas at high temperature, the elemental and structural
characterization of resulting material and its photoluminescence (PL). The second section
talks about our studies on plasma fluorination of CVD graphene. It covers topics such as
fluorination species evolution, and transport properties of fluorinated graphene sheets.
Chapter 6 describes our conclusions and possible future works.

Chapter 2
Graphene synthesis and characterization
Single-layer graphene can either be isolated from bulk graphite or directly grown on
metal or SiC surface. The former approach is achieved by mechanical or chemical
exfoliation, while the latter is by chemical vapor deposition or epitaxial growth. To be
considered for electronic use, graphene sheets need to possess high quality. So far,
mechanical exfoliation of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) produces the highest
quality of single- to few-layer graphene flakes, though with size and position
uncontrollable. Epitaxial growth on SiC also gives high quality graphene, but with high
cost. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth on metal surface has received wide
attentions. It has been shown that single- to few-layer graphene sheets can grow on the
surface of metals, such as Ni, Cu, Mo, Ir, etc.[45-47]. CVD graphene growth on copper
surface is especially interesting. It is a self-saturation process and yields high quality
single-layer graphene sheets. It is also relatively inexpensive [46, 48]. Further studies
show that the CVD graphene sheets grown on copper surface are polycrystalline with
occasional multilayer islands[49, 50].
The quality of exfoliated graphene from HOPG only depends on that of HOPG,
which is commercially labeled. It is the location and layer number that we concern about.
With a proper substrate, the location and layer number of graphene flakes can easily be
identified. Studies have shown that substrates with a proper stack of materials make
graphene optically visible[51]. Examples are Si substrate with 110 or 290nm SiO2 and
glass slide with 300nm PMMA[52]. This kind of substrates promotes the contrast of
graphene with the bare substrate. The contrast is proportional to the layer number of
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graphene up to a few (~7) layers[51-54]. For exfoliated graphene on Si wafer with
290nm SiO2, examining under optical microscope is, in most cases, enough to obtain both
the location and layer number of the piece. The layer number can also be further verified
by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy
probes the phonons in graphene and is capable of determining the layer number up to a
few layers (~5) and defect density between 0.001% and 2.6%.
Synthesized graphene, on the other hand, needs more extensive characterizations,
including its coverage, layer number and quality. For as-grown CVD graphene sheet on
copper foil, which does not possess optical visibility, we employ scanning electron
spectroscopy (SEM) to examine graphene coverage. As-grown graphene sheets are later
transferred to Si/SiO2 substrates for device fabrication, which will be discussed in details
in Chapter 3. The transferred graphene sheets can be characterized in the same manner as
exfoliated graphene on Si/SiO2.
The first part of this chapter focuses on the synthesis methods used in our study.
Section 2.1.1 covers the mechanical exfoliation of graphite using scotch tape method.
This method is simple, and yields high-quality graphene good for research purpose.
Section 2.1.2 presents the second approach, i.e. low pressure CVD (LPCVD) on copper
foils. Using copper foils as substrates and methane gas as carbon source, large-scale
uniform single-layer graphene sheets are successfully synthesized. The second part of this
chapter discussescharacterization of exfoliated and CVD graphene using Raman
spectroscopy (2.2.1), SEM (2.2.2) and AFM (2.2.3). These characterizations show that
the exfoliated graphene on Si/SiO2 is usually scattered around with all different layer
number flakes. The yield of single-layer graphene is low. The CVD method, on the other
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hand, yields mostly single-layer graphene with some multilayer islands (5% − 15%).
However, the defect density in CVD graphene is higher than that of exfoliated graphene.

2.1 Graphene synthesis
2.1.1 Mechanical exfoliation of graphite
It is known long time ago that using scotch tape, one can exfoliate layered material
into each individual thin layers. The challenge of this method is to produce single-layer
material and identify it. Single-layer graphene was shown to be visible under optical
microscope, if exfoliated onto a suitable substrate, e.g. Si/SiO2. This is due to the
interference between the reflected lights from the SiO2/graphene interface and SiO2/Si
interface.[52-54]. It has been shown theoretically and experimentally that Si substrate
with 100 or 300 nm oxide can make single-layer graphene visible under optical
microscope. Moreover, graphene on transparent substrate can become visible if coated by
~100 or ~300 nm PMMA layer[52]. In our study, exfoliated graphene is prepared by
mechanically exfoliating HOPG (GradeZYH from SPI) onto highly p-doped Si wafer
with 290 nm thermal oxide using Scotch tape (3M Inc.) The steps are shown in Fig. 2-1
(a-d):
a. Prepare Si/SiO2 substrate and tape: the Si/SiO2 substrate we use for exfoliation has
pre-patterned markers to facilitate future electron-beam lithography on exfoliated
graphene flakes. The substrate is first treated in ozone cleaner at 50°C for 30 min,
followed by sonication in acetone for 30 min and then in IPA for another 30 min. The
tape is first glued on HOPG and then peeled off. Afterwards, the tape is folded to itself,
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glued and ppeeled. Thiss folding an
nd peeling sstep can be repeated unntil the matterial on thee
tape is thin and uniform
m.
b. Gluee the tape on
n the pre-trreated substtrate: A unifform region
n on the tap
pe is chosen
n
to glue to th
he prepared
d substrate.
c. Gently rub the taape with a suitable
s
paiir of tweezeers: We perfform the rub
bbing using
g
t their ideaal weight and
a smooth
h tips. The rrubbing is gentle with
h
PTFE tweeezers, due to
little force exerted
e
on the
t tweezerrs.
d. Slow
wly peel the tape off thee substrate with
w care.
e. Exam
mine the Si/S
SiO2 surface under opttical microscope to idenntify grapheene pieces.

Figure 2-1. Procedure
P
off exfoliating graphene froom preparatioon to peelingg (a-d).
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An optiical image of
o identified
d single-lay
yer and bilay
yer graphenne is shown in Fig. 2-2.
The opticall contrast iss associated
d with layer number off graphene llinearly[51]]. Thereforee
optical miccroscopy serrves as a sim
mple, efficieent and non
n-destructivee identificattion method
d
for single- and
a few-lay
yer graphene.

Figure 2-2.O
Optical imagee of exfoliateed graphene with identifiied single- annd bilayer regions.

Even th
hough mecchanical exffoliation method
m
can produce siingle crystaal graphenee
flakes, theyy are generrally of verry small sizze < 100 µ
µm2 and aree hard to control
c
theirr
positions. The
T method is ideal for researcch purpose, but for appplications, a scalablee
synthesis method
m
is necessary. Large-scalee synthesiss methods are therefo
ore actively
y
explored, su
uch as epitaaxial growth
h on SiC an
nd CVD on metal
m
surfacce.

2.1.2 Low pressure
p
cheemical vapo
or depositio
on of grapheene on copp
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CVD methods
m
hav
ve been lon
ng used to ssynthesize carbon
c
nanoomaterials, e.g. carbon
n
fibers, filam
ments and nanotubes[5
n
55, 56]. Thhe basic settup for grow
wth involvees heating a
catalyst maaterial to hiigh temperaature in a ttube furnacce and flow
wing formin
ng gas with
h
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carbon source for a period of time. The catalyst materials are usually Fe, Ni, Co or Mo,
etc. The growth temperature is reported from below 800 °C to more than 1000 °C.
The first CVD growth of graphene was reported using Ni as catalyst and methane gas
as carbon source. This growth results in multi-layer graphene, due to the high solubility
of C in Ni[45]. The extremely low solubility of C in Cu makes copper an ideal growth
substrate for single-layer graphene. Ruoff’s group reported the first CVD study using
copper foil at low pressure and achieved uniform single-layer growth due to the selfsaturation nature of the growth[46, 57]. They also demonstrated a method to transfer
synthesized graphene from Cu surface to commonly used Si/SiO2 substrate[46]. Later
graphene synthesized in this method and transferred by roll-to-roll method was applied to
a touch screen appliance[58]. CVD graphene on Cu has become a relatively cheap
method to obtain large-size, single-layer graphene. Many studies have been performed on
the growth mechanism and the properties of synthesized graphene[46, 48, 59, 60]. High
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) studies have demonstrated that
graphene synthesized in this way is polycrystalline[49, 50]. Further CVD studies on
tuning the gas partial pressure to control the domain size and layer number are also
reported[61, 62]. Using atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) on Cu, single domain
growth is also reported[59]. So far, the focus of CVD graphene studies is on 1)
increasing crystalline size 2) precisely controlling layer number 3) developing an easy
and clean transfer method.
In our study, we follow the method introduced by Ruoff’s group to synthesize
graphene on copper foil (Alpha Asear 25 µm thick) using LPCVD[46]. The CVD system
used for the synthesis is shown in Fig. 2-3 top. Pure CH4 and Ar/H2 mixture gases
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(Ar:H2=10::1) are intro
oduced into
o the quartzz tube by up
pstream maass flow con
ntrollers. In
n
the middle of the quarrtz tube, a quartz
q
boat is
i used to hold
h
the coppper foils. The
T pressuree
inside the tuube is contrrolled by a pressure
p
controller locaated at dow
wnstream of the system.
The system
m is cleaned
d at 900°C for one hoour with airr flowing prrior to grow
wth. Beforee
placing coppper foils in
nto the quaartz boat, th
he foils are cleaned inn diluted hy
ydrochloridee
acid (hydro
ochloride accid to wateer 1:3) for 5 minutes and
a then rinnsed in deio
onized (DI))
water and blew
b
dry.

Figure 2-3. Top:
T
schemaatic illustratioon of CVD syystem used to
t synthesizee graphene. Bottom:
B
temperature profile usedd in our CVD
D process.
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The growth profile is shown in the bottom of Fig. 2-3. After placing the quartz boat
with foils into the tube, the tube is pumped to vacuum and kept for 30 minutes. Then
Ar/H2 mixture is introduced into the tube until pressure reaches 1 atm, and then the flow
is set to 20 standard cubic centimeters (sccm). Temperature of the furnace is first set to
600 °C and hold there for 10 min. It has been reported that at this temperature and with
hydrogen gas, copper oxide that formed naturally in air will be reduced[63]. The
temperature is then raised to 900 °C and kept at this temperature for another 10 min.
Copper foil is being annealed at this stage. The annealing step has been reported to
rearrange the copper surface morphology, including introducing atomic steps and
eliminating structural defects[46, 58, 64, 65]. However, there is no straight forward
relation between the size of copper grain with that of grown graphene[66]. After
annealing, the temperature is set to 1000 °C. Once it reaches 1000 °C, the system is
pumped down to below 1 Torr (300 − 500 mTorr). After the pressure is stable, methane
gas is introduced at 35 sccm. This step is called “growth” step, though it is believed that
at this step methane breaks down to carbon and hydrogen at copper surface. The time
period as well as the pressure of this “growth” step determines the coverage of graphene
on the copper surface. In most of our experiments, the growth time is chosen as 10 to 20
minutes. After growth, the furnace is cooled down to room temperature without
controlling cooling rate.
The graphene sheets we grow using this method consist mostly single layer with
occasional multilayer islands (5 – 15%), as shown in the SEM image later in this chapter.
The quality is relatively high, shown as the low D-band intensity (ID/IG~0.1) in Raman
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spectra. The field-effect devices using these CVD graphene sheets show mobility
distribution centers around 5000 cm2/Vs.

2.2 Characterization of graphene
In the this section, I will discuss characterizations of exfoliated graphene on Si/SiO2
surface using Raman spectroscopy, its theory and instrumentation together with our
experimental observations. For CVD graphene, various characterization tools are used.
As-grown CVD graphene on copper is first characterized by SEM. I will show the
commonly observed morphology of CVD graphene on copper. After transferring CVD
graphene to Si/SiO2 surface, Raman spectroscopy and AFM are used to reveal the quality
and cleanness of transferred graphene.

2.2.1 Raman scattering from graphene
Raman scattering is a powerful tool to study carbon materials with numerous
established studies on carbon nanotubes and graphene[67-71]. It uses laser excitation to
probe lattice vibrations, or phonon modes. Combined with theoretical studies and other
characterization tools, Raman features with certain characteristics of the material can be
established and used as a standard, e.g. the peak ratio of the D-band and the G-band is
commonly used to characterize the defect density in both carbon nanotubes and graphene;
the 2D-band lineshape is used to identify single-layer graphene. Besides this, resonant
Raman scattering (RRS) provides information on the band structure and density of states.

2.2.1a Raman scattering theory and instrumentation
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Raman scattering is an inelasstic scatterinng process involving pphotons, electrons and
d
w to und
derstand Raaman scatteering is as follows: an
n incoming
g
phonons. A simple way
photon witth energy hν
h 0 excites an electronn from an initial
i
state to a virtuaal state; thee
electron rellaxes to a final
fi
state th
hrough emittting a photton. Most probably, thee final statee
is the samee as initial state,
s
in wh
hich case th
he emitted photon
p
carriies the sam
me energy ass
incoming photon,
p
whiich is called
d Raleigh scattering (F
Fig. 2-4). One
O out of 10
1 7 chances,
the final staate is not th
he same as the
t initial sttate due to the
t existencce of vibratiional states.
If the enerrgy of the final
f
state is
i higher thhan that off the initial state with vibrationall
energy hνp, the proceess is called
d Stokes sccattering; ottherwise, itt is called Anti-Stokes
A
s
scattering. The energy
y difference of emitted
d photon and
d the incom
ming photon
n carries thee
n
informationn of vibraational stattes. Thereffore, Ramaan scatterinng is an indirection
measuremeent of latticee vibrations.

Figure 2-4. Schematic
S
illlustration off Raman scatttering processs

Generallly, Raman scattering has low prrobability (10-7). However, when
n the virtuall
state matchhes with a real electrronic state, the probaability is grreatly enhaanced. Such
h
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process is ccalled reson
nant Raman scattering pprocess, wh
hich will bee discussed in
i details in
n
the next secction.
The bassic instrumeent system for micro-R
Raman scatttering experriments con
nsists of thee
following aapparatus: a laser as liight source, microscop
pe for directting and foccusing lightt
onto samplles, Raman filter to fillter out Raleigh scatterred light annd a spectro
ometer. Thee
Raman systtem we usee in our stud
dy is Renish
haw inVia micro-Rama
m
an system, as
a shown in
n
Fig. 2-5. Itt is equipp
ped with diirecting and
d collection
n optics, a Leica DMLM opticall
microscopee, and an airr-cooled CC
CD detector.

Figure 2-5. A picture of Renishaw Innvia micro-R
Raman spectrrometer with componentss indicated
by green arrows.

The bassic optical path
p
of Ren
nishaw miccro-Raman system is shown in Fiig. 2-6. Thee
excitation laser light is first dirrected to the
t Raman filter, whiich reflects light with
h
wavelengthh equal or shorter thaan the inciident laser, while passses all thee light with
h
wavelengthh longer thaan laser ligh
ht (This is edge filter which is uused for Sto
oke Raman.
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Notch filteer is used for anti-Sttoke Ramaan). The filter reflects the laserr light into
o
microscopee, where it is focused onto samp
ple through an objectivve. The bacck scattered
d
light (signaal) from thee sample is collected by
b the same objective aand passes through thee
Raman filteer. The sign
nal is then focused by a lens onto
o a slit whiich rejects all
a the stray
y
light. Afterr passing th
he slit, the signal
s
is theen collimateed by anothher lens ontto a grating
g
with groovee number of
o either 120
00 cm-1 or 1800
1
cm-1. The
T disperssed light is focused
f
and
d
sent to the CCD
C
to form
m a spectru
um.

Figure 2-6. Schematics
S
o the opticall path for Renishaw micrro-Raman system. Blue liine shows
of
the incident light. Red annd violet linees represent the
t signal ligght.

g in graphenne
2.2.1b Resoonant Ramaan scattering
Graphene with Fermi level liies closely to Dirac po
oint (<500 meV) alwaays satisfiess
ondition. Figure 2-7 (aa) shows a schematic
s
d
drawing
of the resonan
nt scattering
g
resonant co
process. Siince photon
n momentu
um is too small comp
pared withh that of ellectron, thee
transition is approxim
mately verticcal. The moomentum co
onservation law states that kp, thee
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momentum
m of the scaattered phon
non is aroun
nd zero. Th
herefore, geenerally speeaking, firstt
order Ramaan scattering
g only prob
bes zone cennter (Γ) phon
nons.

Figure 2-7. (a)
( Resonantt Raman scatttering in graaphene (b) Phhoton disperrsion relationn in graphenee.
Adapted from
m Ref. [72]

Figure 2-7
2 (b) show
ws the phon
non dispersiion curves for
f graphenne. Due to th
he existencee
of two sub
blattices, graaphene has six disperssion curvess: three for acoustic ph
honons and
d
three for opptical phono
ons. The prrevailing G--band of graaphene arouund 1585 cm
m-1 is a 1st-order scatteering processs associated
d with in-pllane transveerse optical (iTO) and longitudinal
l
l
optical (LO
O) phonons at zone cen
nter. It is doubly
d
degeenerated E2gg mode, wh
here the two
o
sublattices vibrate relaative to each
h other. Fig
gure 2-8a sh
hows a typiccal Raman spectrum
s
off
SiO2 substraate.
a high-quallity single-laayer grapheene on a Si/S
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T
Ram
man spectra of a high-quality (a) and a defective (bb) single-layeer graphene
Figure 2-8. Typical
on a Si/SiO2 substrate.

Besidess 1st-order scattering, 2nd-orderr scattering is also coommonly observed
o
in
n
graphitic caarbon materrials. Beforre electron relaxes
r
back to its origginal state, it can havee
more than one
o scatteriing events. Due to the requiremen
nt of momenntum conseervation, thee
two scatterring events must have opposite m
momentum directions
d
w
with approx
ximately thee
same magnnitude. High
her-order sccattering haas much lesss probabilitty, except in
n resonancee
conditions. For 2nd-orrder resonan
nt scattering, two out of three exxcited statess need to bee
n
Doub
ble Resonan
nce. Figure 2-9 lists 1sst-order and
d
real electroonic states, hence the name
2nd-order ppossible resonant scatteering processses in grap
phene. The eelectron is first
f
excited
d
to an excitted state. It scatters with
w a phonoon and losees its energgy to the ph
honon, then
n
relaxes bacck to its orig
ginal state. This
T is the 1st-order
1
scaattering as sshown in (aa1) and (a2).
The differeence is that in (a1), the incoming photon
p
is in
n resonancee with electrronic states,,
while in (aa2) the em
mitting photo
on is in reesonance. Before
B
relaxxing back, the excited
d
electron cann also havee elastic scaattering withh a defect, with
w momenntum chang
ge of q, and
d
inelastic sccattering witth a phonon
n, with mom
mentum chaange of –q. This is a 2nd-order
2
1--
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phonon pro
ocess shown
n in (b1) an
nd (b4). In (b1) and (b
b3), the eleectron is firrst scattered
d
with a phonnon and theen a defect, while in (b2
2) and (b4) defect scatttering happ
pens first. In
n
(b1) and (b
b2) the resonance hap
ppens with incoming photon
p
andd the 2nd exited
e
state,
while in (b
b3) and (b4)) resonance happens w
with the outg
going photoon and the 2nd
2 excited
d
state. If thee electron sccatters with
h two phonoons before relaxing
r
bacck, it is a 2nd-order
2
2-phonon proocess shown
n in (c1) and
d (c2).

Figure 2-9. Double resoonance in graaphene: (a) F
First-order and (b) one-pphonon secon
nd-order, (c))
two-phonon second ordeer resonancee Raman speectral processes. (top) inncident photo
on resonancee
and (bottom
m) scattered photon
p
resonnance condittions. For onne-phonon, second-orderr transitions,
one of the tw
wo scatteringg events is ann elastic scatttering event (dashed linees). Resonan
nce points aree
shown as solid circles. Adapted
A
from
m Ref. [68]

In Fig. 2-8a, the sttrong symm
metric 2D-baand around 2700 cm-1 is
i associated with two-m K to K´ point
p
(c1 andd c2 in Fig. 2-9). As suuggested by its name, itt
phonon scaattering from
is an overttone of the D-band. However,
H
unnlike the D-band,
D
the 2D-band sh
hows up in
n
pristine graaphene samp
ple. Its lineeshape is ann important indicator fo
for the layerr number off
graphene. F
Figure 2-8b
b shows a Raman
R
specctrum from a defectivee single-layeer graphenee
sample on Si/SiO2. The
T most ap
pparent featture, compaaring to priistine graph
hene, is thee
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existence of
o a D-band around 135
50 cm-1. Thee D-band in
nvolves 2nd
d-order 1-ph
honon (iTO))
scattering pprocesses near
n
K or K´
K point (b1–b4 in Fig. 2-9). Duee to the requ
uirement off
momentum
m conservatiion, an elasstic scatterinng is requirred in the pprocess, whiich is given
n
by a defecct. Thereforre, the appeearance of D-band is associated with the existence
e
off
defects in graphene. Their
T
quanttitative relaation is disccussed in 22.2.1d. Som
metimes D´-band aroun
nd 1620 cm-1
is also obsserved on a defective sample
s
(from
m LO closee to Г). Thee

large differrence of pho
onon momeentum betweeen D- and D´-band (O
One near K point whilee
the other nnear Г poin
nt) is from that the forrmer one originates
o
frrom intervaalley doublee
resonance scattering,
s
w
while
the latter one frrom intravaalley doublee resonancee scattering.
Figure2-10 shows the schematic drawing
d
of available ph
honon waveevectors forr intervalley
y
I
scattering refers
r
to thee
and intravaalley doublee resonance scattering pprocesses. Intervalley
scattering from
f
K to K’
K point, wh
hile intravallley scatterin
ng from K to K (or K´ to
t K´) pointt.

Figure 2-10. Available phonon
p
wavevectors for double resoonance proceess. The posssible q statess
are on circlees which cann be obtainedd from rotatting the circlle around thee K point. Adapted
A
from
m
Ref. [73].
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Due to the conservation of energy and momentum, the phonon wavevector,q, for
intervalley and intravalley double resonance scattering is, respectively, large K2k<q<K+2k and small 0<q<2k, where k is the momentum counted from K or K´ point
and depends on the incoming laser energy as k = E L 2 = v F . After considering the
distribution of possible q wavevector magnitudes, there are van Hove singularities that
occur at K (intervalley) or Г (intravalley).
From the above discussion, we know that for double resonance scattering process, the
resonant phonon momentum depends on laser energy as q = 2|K-k| or q = 2k, where
k = E L 2 = v F . The dispersive studies on D- and 2D-band show that the D- and 2D-band

frequency ωD and ω2D upshifts linearly with increasing EL with the slope ∂ωD/∂EL and
∂ω2D/∂EL being ~50 cm-1/eV and ~100 cm-1/eV, respectively[74].

2.2.1c Layer number of graphene from Raman
In this section, I will discuss the characteristic Raman spectrum from n-layer of
graphene with n=1, 2, 3. Using these characteristics, we can determine the layer number
of an unknown sample fast and without going through AFM. I will also discuss some
complex factors in Raman spectrum analysis, such as doping level of the sample and
strain effect. In the end, I will give a summary on the practical way of determining the
layer number.
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Figure 2-11 (a) Typical Raman specctra of graphene with layyer number nn=1,2,3. (b) Detailed
D
2D-band region for n=1,2,3

Figure 2-11shows
2
typical Ram
man spectraa from graph
hene with laayer numbeer n = 1,2,3.
There are three
t
appareent characteeristics that can be useed to distingguish singlee-layer from
m
multilayer graphene:
g
1. 2D-bband has sym
mmetric lineeshape, as sshown in Fig. 2-11 (b).
2. The G-band
G
inteensity IG is smaller
s
than
n the 2D-baand intensityy I2D, i.e. IG/I
/ 2D< 1.
3. The peak
p
positio
on shift of 2D2 and G-b
band.
The lin
neshape of 2D-band for
f bilayer (AB stack
ked) and trrilayer (AB
BA stacked))
graphene iss shown in Figure
F
2-11(b). The asy
ymmetric liineshape of the 2D-ban
nd in bilayerr
and trilayeer graphenee is due to the presennce of sub--bands. Mo
ore possiblee routes forr
double reso
onance scatttering with slightly diffferent phon
non energy result
r
in mo
ore peaks in
n
2D-band annd thereforee make a co
omplex lineeshape. Figu
ure 2-12 sho
ows the ban
nd structuree
of bilayer aand trilayerr graphene near K poiint. In bilay
yer graphenne, there arre four sub-bands, while in trilayeer graphenee nine sub-b
bands. As discussed
d
eaarlier, 2D-b
band is two-m K to K´ point. The schematic drawing inn Fig. 2-12 (c) and (d))
phonon scaattering from
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shows that the doublee resonancee scattering routes in bilayer
b
and trilayer can
n have fourr
wever, due to the instrrument broaadening, wee
and nine opptical proceesses, respecctively. How
are not ab
ble to separrate all thee peaks. Buut this theory can exxplain the asymmetricc
lineshape of
o 2D-band from
f
bilayeer and trilayer graphenee.

Figure 2-12.. The electronnic band struucture of (a) bilayer and (b)
( trilayer ggraphene. The equienergy
y
contours forr (c) bilayer and
a (d) trilay
yer graphenee with possible double ressonance scatttering routess
shown in redd straight lines. From Ref. [75]
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Besides 2D-band lineshape, it is also useful to characterize the layer number by
intensity ratio of IG/I2D or the peak position. Studies on the graphene samples with same
sample treatment show that for n greater than one, IG/I2D increases approximately linearly
with the number of layers, n[76]. However, when comparing layer number across
samples on different substrate or through different chemistry, one needs to be aware of
the doping effect on Raman spectrum. It has been shown that IG/I2D ratio changes
according to the doping level in graphene[77-79]. Due to the breakdown of adiabatic
Born-Oppenheimer approximation (ABO), G-band stiffening in doped graphene,
regardless the type of doping. Experimentally, it is observed that G-band upshifts with
either p-type or n-type doping, while 2D-band intensity decreases as doping increases.
Figure 2-13 shows Raman spectra of p-doped, n-doped and pristine single-layer graphene.
The p-doping is achieved through using O2 plasma to pretreat SiO2 surface, while ndoping through APTMS functionalization. The spectra are normalized to 2D-band. It can
be seen clearly that as the graphene sample is doped to either type, the relative intensity
of G-band increases and its position upshifts. The shift of 2D-band is not as clear as that
for G-band.
When the doping level is high enough, IG/I2D can approach one or be greater than one.
Since IG/I2D ratio is sensitive to doping level and graphene on SiO2 substrate is usually
doped due to moisture or preparation, estimating the layer number solely from the ratio is
not sufficient.

Normalized Intensity
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Figure 2-13. Raman spectra as a monitor for doping. The shift of 2D-band is not as clear as that
for G-band.

The peak position is also commonly used to estimate the layer number in some
studies[76]. However, this needs to be done in a very careful way. As we have shown
that doping shifts G-band position. Moreover, the strain on the graphene lattice can also
induce peak position shifts, as shown in Figure 2-14.
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Figure 2-14.. Strain inducced Raman shift
s
and G-bband splittingg, from Ref. [80]
[

Figure 2-14 showss that as ten
nsile strain in graphen
ne increasess, the G-ban
nd and 2D-band down
n shift. At ex
xtremely laarge strain, G
G-band spliits into G- aand G+ as observed in
n
nanotube R
Raman specttrum, wheree an axis breeaks E2g deg
generacy.
In summ
mary, to id
dentify grap
phene layer number using its Ram
man spectru
um, one can
n
safely rely on the lineeshape of 2D
D-band. Sin
ngle-layer graphene
g
haas symmetriic 2D-band,
while multiilayer graph
hene asymm
metric linesh
hape. The in
ntensity andd position of
o the peakss
sensitively depends on
o layer number,
n
do
oping level and strainn of the film,
f
which
h
complicatess the analyssis.

2.2.1d Defeect characteerization fro
om Raman
Raman spectroscop
py is frequeently used too characteriize the qualiity, or to say the defectt
ny change in carbon honeycomb
b
density, off graphene. The “defect” here stands for an
gling bond, carbon vacancy, subsstitute atom
ms, chemiso
orbed atomss
lattice, inclluding dang
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induced sp3 hybridization, etc.. Figure 2-15 shows the change of Raman spectra as more
defects are created in graphene. The defective graphene is obtained by CF4 plasma
treatment in the process of fluorinating graphene, which creates sp3 carbon sites and also
vacancies. The results can be generalized to apply to different types of defects. The
details can be found in Chapter 5. As defect density increases, we can see that
1)The normalized intensity of D-band, i.e. ID/IG, first increases and then decreases, as
a levitated background shows in between D- and G-band. We will discuss the relation
between ID/IG and defect density in details later.
2) The FWHM of both D- and G-band increases.
3) D´-band at 1620 cm-1appears. However, as the FWHM of G-band increases, D´band merges into G-band.
4) The intensity of 2D-band quickly drops down to almost zero.
5) At high defect density, Raman spectrum disappears.
As discussed previously, D-band needs defects to be activated, therefore named Dband. It is intuitive that its intensity increases as defect density increases. However, as
more defects are added to the system, firstly the original hexagonal lattice which gives
rise to the A mode is damaged and secondly the wave function of each defect starts to
overlap and therefore becomes indistinguishable. For highly defective graphene, band
structure is changed by defects. The resonant condition given by the band structure of
graphene becomes invalid and Raman intensity drops drastically.
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Figure 2-15.. Change of Raman
R
specttra as more ddefects are crreated in grapphene.

Quantittatively, deffect density
y in graphenne can be described
d
byy average defect
d
spacee
LD, which is associateed with ID/IIG from earlly studies. Studies havve been carrried out on
n
g the relatio
on between LD and ID/IIG[71, 72, 81-83]. Jorioo’s group co
orrelated LD
determining
obtained frrom scannin
ng tunnelin
ng microsco
opy (STM) study on ioon irradiateed graphenee
with ID/IG in Raman spectra[833]. They esstablished the
t relation
n between LD and thee
d that ID/IG first gradu
ually increaases and theen decreasee
intensity raatio of ID/IG and found
with reduceed LD. Startiing from LD~26 nm (ddefect density ~0.01%)), ID/IG is close to zero.
At LD ~ 4 nm (defect density ~0.2%),
~
ID/IIG reaches its
i maximum
m value ~3
3 − 3.5. Ass
0<LD< 4nm
m), ID/IG dro
ops sharply to ~1 at defect density
y
defect denssity further increases (0
~2.6%. Aftter ID/IG app
proaches on
ne, there is no more sig
gnificant chhange in thee ratio even
n
with increaasing defectt density. Using
U
this result,
r
we can
c estimatee LD or deffect density
y
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from the Raman
R
specttrum of a defective
d
graaphene sheet with defe
fect density in between
n
0.01% to 2..6%. Figuree 2-16 show
ws one plot of
o the ID/IG vs.
v LD from
m Jorio’s gro
oup[82].

Figure 2-16.. ID/IG ratio as
a a monitor for
f lattice quuality[82]

VD grown graphene
g
2.2.2 SEM characterizzation of CV
2.2.2a Basiic mechanism of SEM
Scannin
ng Electron Microscop
py (SEM) iss one of thee most comm
monly used
d techniquess
for rapid chharacterizattion of nano
oscale materrials. In SE
EM, the sam
mple surfacee is scanned
d
with a high
h energy eleectron beam
m of severall keV. Wheen an electroon beam intteracts with
h
the samplee specimen
n, a variety
y of electro
ons (secondary electrrons, Augerr electron),
photons (chharacteristicc X-ray) an
nd other sign
nal can be generated, aas shown in
n Fig. 2-17.
These sign
nals contain
n informatio
on about th
he sample’s topographyy, composition, latticee
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orientation and other propertiees. SEM iimages aree usually fformed wiith primary
y
backscatterred electrons (BSE) and
d secondaryy electrons (SE).
(
The intteraction co
olumn betw
ween the electrons an
nd the speccimen depeends on thee
energy of the
t incomin
ng electrons and the atoomic numbeer (Z) of the materials. The largerr
the electron
n energy is, the larger the
t penetrattion depth an
nd interactiion volume are. For thee
same electrron energy,, low-Z maaterial, suchh as C, scaatters the ellectrons thrrough smalll
angles and subsequentt electron diffusion
d
ressults in a pear shaped spatial disttribution. In
n
high-Z maaterials such
h as platin
num, large-angle scatttering evennts are morre likely to
o
happen andd the penetraation of the primary eleectrons into
o the samplee is reduced
d.

Figure 2-17. Electron annd specimenn interaction. Left: signalls generated by high eneergy incidentt
electronbeam
m, includinng Auger electrons, secondary
s
e
electrons,
bbackscatteredd electrons,
cathodolumiinescence an
nd characteriistic X-rays. Right: the interaction
i
vvolume of ellectron beam
m
with a specimen showinng a pear shaape and signaal associatedd with differeent depths. Adapted
A
from
m
Ref. [84]

Imaging
g by BSE
Back sccattered elecctrons are th
hose primarry electrons that reflectted out of th
he specimen
n
by atoms iin the samp
ple. Their energy
e
is uusually larg
ger than 50 eV. BSE images can
n
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provide compositional information. For large incident electron energy, >10 keV, the
electron backscattering coefficient increases monotonically with increasing Z. Different
materials result in different contrast, and high-Z material appears to be brighter. However,
at low electron energies, decreasing electron energy actually increases the electron
backscattering coefficient for low-Z materials and decreases that for high-Z materials.
Therefore, it is not very straightforward to interpreting low-voltage backscattered
electron images.
Imaging by SE
Electrons ejected from sample with less than 50 eV energy are considered secondary
electrons. SEs provides topographical information near the sample surface. There are
several types of SEs:
SE I - Produced by interaction between incident beam and the specimen at point of
entry. SE I, usually ejected from first several nanometers of surface within the beam
spot, is used for imaging.
SE II – Produced by BSEs while exiting the sample. The interaction volume of BSEs
is usually larger than incident beam size due to scattering and diffusion, and
consequently, the resultant SE II degrade the resolution of high magnification images.
SE III – Produced by exited BSEs interacting with materials in the SEM chamber. SE
III degrades the resolution.
In our studies, we mainly image graphene using SE, due to the extremely small
thickness of samples (0.3 – 3 nm).
Resolution and Contrast
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The resolution of SEM is mainly determined by the effective diameter of the electron
probe at the specimen surface. The current distribution in an electron nano probe depends
on the beam parameters, such as the gun brightness and coherence, the accelerating
voltage, the lens system parameters, such as the spherical and chromatic aberration
coefficient, and the application settings, such as probe current, the aperture size, and the
focus value. In modern SEM, equipped with high-brightness field-emission electron guns,
i.e. FE-SEM, contribution of chromatic aberration to the final probe size is negligible for
high-energy electrons (10-30 keV). The probe size is primarily determined by the
spherical aberration and the diffraction limit. However, chromatic aberration becomes
increasingly dominant for low energy electrons (< 5 keV). There are many factors that
can contribute to the observed image contrast: material contrast (low-Z or high-Z),
topographic contrast, charging contrast, edge-brightness contrast, crystal orientation
contrast etc. Due to the amount of origins, to explain the contrast in SEM image is not
straightforward.

2.2.2b SEM characterization of as-grown CVD graphene
In our study, SEM is frequently used to image as-grown graphene on copper foil, as
shown in Fig. 2-18. Many studies have been taken to identify the contrast features[50,
85-87]. Through comparing the SEM images of as-grown and transferred graphene, we
attribute the features in the SEM image as following:
1) Multilayer islands. The dark islands in the size of one to few micrometers are from
multilayer of graphene.
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2) Folds. The thick lines crossing the surface with width more than 100 nm are
attributed to folds of single or multilayer graphene.
3) Wrinkles. Besides the thick lines, there are also thin lines (<100 nm) with either
bright or dark contrast, which are from the wrinkles of graphene sheet.
4) Copper domains. The big regions (hundreds of micrometers) with different
contrast are different surface crystalline domain of copper surface.
5) Copper terraces. There are terrace-like features across domains of copper. They
are different facets of copper crystal.

Multilayer island
Copper
terrace
Copper
domains

Wrinkle

Fold

2μm
Figure 2-18. SEM image of as-grown graphene on copper foil with features identified.

From its SEM image, we can draw initial conclusion on the quality of grown
graphene. The SEM image of a successful growth should look similar to that shown in
Fig. 2-18, with multilayer coverage ranging from 5% to 15%. The presence of fold and
wrinkle features provide evidence on the existence of a graphene sheet on top of copper.
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The copperr terrace feaature is foun
nd particulaarly pronoun
nced on goood-quality growth.
g
Wee
have used S
SEM to seld
domly spot unsuccessfu
ul growth as discussed below. Wee will revisitt
these featurres in Chap
pter 5, wherre the inhom
mogeneous fluorination of CVD graphene iss
tied to the eexistence off these featu
ures.
Figure 2-19 showss two SEM images off copper surrface after ggraphene grrowth using
g
onductive (OFHC)
(
coopper. The surface dooes not cry
ystallize butt
oxygen-freee highly co
rather form
ms glass-likee state. Therre is no con
ntrast of mu
ultilayer islaands or wrin
nkles. From
m
the SEM images, wee draw ou
ur initial co
onclusion of
o no grapphene grow
wth. Raman
n
v
theree is no graphhene grown
n on the surfface.
spectroscoppy further verifies

Figure 2-19.. SEM imagees of Cu surfface after groowth using OFHC
O
copperr

Some eeffort has been
b
put in
nto patternin
ng Cu befo
ore growth.. The idea is to grow
w
patterned graphene
g
wh
hich is read
dy to use forr device chaannels. 0.5 µm thick copper
c
filmss
are depositeed on Si/SiO
O2 surface using
u
TEM grid as shadow mask. Two types of grids aree
used: one w
with ~0.5 mm
m long and
d 0.1 mm wiide holes; th
he other witth 3 × 3 μm
m holes. Thee
growth pro
ofile is the same
s
as thaat for Cu foiil except th
hat the grow
wth time is limited
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(top of Fig.. 2-20) show
w that the co
opper surfaace has very
y small surfaace crystalliine size and
d
the growth of graphen
ne is not con
ntinuous accross the su
urface. In thhe bottom of Fig. 2-20,
we show that
t
the sm
mall area deeposition (33 × 3 μm) sample hass large amount of Cu
u
evaporation
n loss due to large surface-to-v
s
volume ratiio. The sqquare patterrn becomess
sphere-like after CVD
D process wiith some grraphene gro
own on the top
t surface of each Cu
u
r
th
hat patterneed nickel can
c
be useed to grow
w patterned
d
island. It has been reported
pper film, itts thicknesss is crucial in
i achievingg uniform growth.
g
It iss
graphene[888]. For cop
reported thaat when thee thickness is
i smaller th
han 500 nm
m, there is nno continuou
us graphenee
growth on copper film
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vation of th
he limited growth
g
of graphene
g
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n
patterned copper layerr with 0.5 µm
m thicknesss agrees witth these stud
dies.

Figure 2-20.. SEM imagees of as-grow
wn graphene on depositedd copper pattterns.
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There are some studies stating that CVD growth using high-purity copper results in
larger domain of graphene, which shows higher mobility in devices. We have tried using
Puratronic (99.999%) copper from Alfa Aesar and following the same growth profile as
99.8% copper. The copper surface is imaged by SEM after growth as shown in Fig. 2-21.
The bright spots are assumed to be silicon dioxide cross contaminated from the quartz
boat used in the growth. The large-area growth of single-layer graphene is confirmed by
the folds and wrinkles presented. The copper terrace features are not shown very clear in
this case. Raman spectroscopy shows the quality of the grown graphene is very low. The
optimal growth recipe for Puratronic copper needs further explorations.

5μm

5μm

Figure 2-21. SEM images of Cu surface after graphene growth using Puratronic (99.999%)
copper.

Besides as-grown graphene, we can also use SEM to characterize transferred
graphene on SiO2/Si surface. In this situation, we need to be aware of the charging effect
associated with insulating substrate. Some practical methods for reducing charging effect
include:
1. Use copper tape to cover some of the substrate top surface instead of carbon tape
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2. Lim
mit imaging voltage to low
l range(<
< 5 kV)
3. Be quick. Thee charging effect increeases with the time one
o stays at
a one spot.
Theerefore keeping movin
ng around and taking image qquickly help
p with thee
prob
blem.

Figure 2-22.. Transferred
d graphene on
o Si/SiO2 im
maged by 5kV
V with crackks and wrink
kles (top) and
d
1.5kV with no
n cracks buut folds and wrinkles
w
(botttom). Noticee the contrasst difference between two
o
imaging connditions.

The top
p of Fig. 2-2
22 shows SEM
S
imagess of not-so--successfullly transferreed graphenee
on Si/SiO2. The crack
ks and wrin
nkles are cllearly show
wn. An improved transsfer method
d
results in coontinuous graphene
g
sh
heet as show
wn in the bo
ottom of Figg. 2-22. Nottice that thee
bottom imaages are obttained using
g 1.5 kV, w
while the top
p images wiith 5 kV. It is apparentt
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that 1.5 kV condition gives much higher contrast for features like multilayer islands,
folds and wrinkles. However, the high magnification image (137 k) is sharper with 5 kV
than with 1.5 kV.

2.2.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) on graphene
2.2.3a Basic mechanism of AFM
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a high-resolution scanning probe microscopy,
which is capable of imaging, measuring and manipulating materials at nanoscales. The
basic working mechanism of AFM is that a tip, usually made of Si, mounted on a
cantilever is brought close to the surface. Due to the force between the surface and the tip,
there is a deflection induced in the cantilever, which is measured bya position-sensitive
photo detector (PSPD). Deflections in the cantilever are then calculated by comparing the
signals from the four quadrants of the PSPD.
Deflection signal

Figure 2-23: Schematic illustration of AFM operation. From [91]
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There are three primary modes of AFM: contact mode, tapping mode and non-contact
mode. In contact mode, the AFM tip directly contacts the sample surface. The distance
that the scanner moves vertically at each (x,y) pixel point to maintain contact with the
surface is stored by the computer to form the topographic image of the sample surface.
In tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillated at or slightly below its resonance frequency
with amplitude of typically 20 nm ~ 100 nm. The tip lightly taps on the sample surface
during the scan. The feedback loop maintains constant oscillation amplitude by
maintaining a constant root mean square (RMS) of the oscillation signal acquired by the
PSPD. The vertical movementof the scanner at each (x, y) data point in order to maintain
the “set point” amplitude is stored by the computer to form the topographic images. In
non-contact mode, the cantilever is oscillating at a frequency which is slightly above its
resonance frequency and with an amplitude of a few nanometers (<10 nm). The tip does
not contact the sample surface. The cantilever’s resonant frequency is decreased by the
van der Waals force and other long range forces. The decreased resonance frequency
causes the amplitude of oscillation to decrease. The feedback loop maintains a constant
oscillation amplitude or resonance frequency by moving the scanner at each (x, y) data
point until a “set point” amplitude or frequency is reached. The distance the scanner
moves at each (x, y) data point is used to form the topographical image of the sample
surface.

2.2.3b AFM on exfoliated graphene
A tapping mode AFM image of mechanically exfoliated graphene on Si/SiO2 surface
is shown in Fig. 2-24. The layered structure is clearly shown.
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Figure 2-24. AFM image of exfoliated graphene on Si/SiO2 surface.

However, care should be taken to explain the height of the layer measured by tapping
or non-contact AFM. Figure 2-25 shows the non-contact mode AFM measured height
versus layer number. Despite a good linear dependence, there is an overall offset in the
measured thickness.

Height (nm)

8

h = t*n + t0
t = 0.35 ± 0.01 nm
t0 = 0.33 ± 0.05 nm

6
4

n

2

nGL
substrate

h(1)= 0.7 nm

0
0

5
10
15
Estimated layers (n)

20

Figure 2-25: Effective n-GL film height v.s. assigned n. The straight line is linear least squares fit
to the data. The apparent thickness of a graphene layer is t = 0.35±0.01 nm, and the AFM offset
parameter is t0= 0.33 nm. Figure courtesy of Dr. Awnish Gupta.
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2.2.3c AFM
M on transfeerred CVD graphene
g
Atomicc force micrroscopy (AF
FM) is com
mmonly useed to characcterize the topology
t
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transferred graphene on Si/SiO2. The detailed descrip
ption of thhis techniqu
ue is in thee
ntioned earrlier, a proper
p
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bstrate is very imp
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Appendix. As men
n our study,, we perform
m AFM on
n exfoliatedd graphene on Si/SiO2.
AFMmeasuurement. In
We also trransfer CVD
D graphenee from copp
per surfacee to Si/SiO2 through wet
w transferr
method (disscussed in details
d
in Ch
hapter 3). A
AFM image of a transfe
ferred graph
hene sheet iss
shown in Figure
F
2-26. Consistentt with its SE
EM image, we have muultilayer isllands on thee
first single layer graph
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h
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m
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Figure 2-26.. AFM imagee of a transfeerred CVD graphene on Si/SiO
S
wing multilay
yer islands
2 show
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After reducing the thickness of support polymer, we observe some interesting features,
which were mostly submerged in the large contamination features from transfer with
thicker polymer. Figure 2-27 shows SEM image of copper terraces after growth (left) and
similar patterns are also present on transferred graphene (Fig. 2-27 right). These periodic
wrinkles are very likely from the terrace features on copper foil, which is also suggested
in Ref. [92]. Study indicates that these wrinkles decreases the mobility of graphene fieldeffect transistors when present perpendicular to the current.

a
1μm

nm

1μm

b

Figure 2-27 (a) SEM image of as-grown graphene on copper surface showing the magnified
copper terraces (b) AFM image of transferred graphene on SiO2/Si showing similar patterns.
Images courtesy of Junjie Wang.

Chapter 3
Fabrication and measurements of ion-sensitive graphene field-effect
transistors (ISGFETs)
Ion-sensitive graphene field-effect transistor arrays are fabricated using CVD
synthesized graphene sheets. A solution top gate configuration is employed. The gate
efficiency and carrier mobilities are measured with pulsing gate method. This chapter
first discusses the charged impurity theory and experimental observations of the generic
behaviors of graphene FETs (GFETs). GFET experimental phenomena like hysteresis
and doping effect are also discussed. Section 3.2 is on the fabrication of ISGFET arrays,
including CVD graphene sheet transfer and patterning, contacting and passivation for
solution operation. Problems such as aging of graphene, polymeric residue and weak
interaction between graphene sheets and substrates are also discussed. Section 3.3 is on
the measurements on ISGFETs using back gate and solution top gate. Back gate
measurements provide carries mobility data, which shows a distribution around 5000
cm2/Vs, indicating high device quality. Solution top gate efficiency is found to be about
ten times of that of back gate. Pulsing gate technique is introduced to suppress the device
hysteresis. The high mobility, gate efficiency and suppressed hysteresis of the ISGFETs
well prepare us for chemical and biological sensing applications, which will be discussed
in the next chapter.
3.1 Introduction to GFET transport
Similar to traditional MOSFET, in GFET the channel carrier density is modulated by
applying a gate voltage across a gate dielectric layer, usually SiO2 or HfO2. The gate
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dielectric is treated as a capacitor, through which the carrier charges are induced. The
induced carrier density in the channel can be expressed as
n

C · V,

(3.1)

where the conductivity, σ, is related with carrier density, n, as
σ

|n|eµ.

(3.2)

By controlling gate voltage, we can change channel conduction of GFET devices.
Equation 3.2 is a simplified Drude model of the transport in GFET. A more accurate
picture based on charged-impurity scattering is presented in the following section, where
a non-zero σmin is discussed in details.

3.1.1 Charged-impurity scattering theory
It is widely reported that a typical transfer curve of graphene FET at zero B-field
shows ambipolar behaviors with a V-shape[93-99]. The bottom of the "V" shape where
the channel current reaches its minimum is the measured Dirac point, VD. Near VD, the
curve can have a small region of constant current (σmin). At high carrier density, the Vshape starts to flatten out. Empirically we can divide the curve into two region: highcarrier-density region (V is far away from VD) and low-carrier-density region (V~VD).
In the high-carrier-density region, the conductivity σ(n) behaves linear in density and
then flattens out. From Ref. [97, 100], this can be understood by considering two types of
scattering events. One is charged-impurities (CIs), which give a linear conductivity with
carrier density. The constant mobility is reversely related with impurity density (nimp) as
μ = σ/ne = C/nimp. The other is short-range scattering, in which the conductivity
approaches a constant as ρshort. One can see that the CI scattering is dominant at smaller
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density while the short-range scattering is dominant at larger density. Several studies
point to a generalized formula for the GFET conductivity versus carrier density as[97,
101]
ρ

ρ

in which C= 5 × 1015 V-1s-1 and n

αV

and σlong = Ce|n/nimp|+σres,

(3.3)

VD , α is the gating efficiency. The residue

conductivity σres and short-range resistivity ρshort are experimentally determined to be in
the range of 0.1–0.35 mS, and 40 – 165 Ω, respectively[101].
In the case of four-terminal measurement, in which contact resistance, Rc, can be
excluded from the measured conductance/resistance, Eq. (3.3) is used to fit the transfer
curve and extract field-effect mobility µFE

. However, when two-terminal geometry

is used, Rc is inevitably included in the measured resistance. The equation is therefore
corrected as
R

L
W

ρ

R

L

C V

in which L/W is the length/width ratio andR

′

W
VD µFE
L
W

ρ

R

′

(3.4)

R . Figure 3.1 shows an

example of using Eq. 3.3 to fit the high-carrier-density region of the transfer curve of a
two-terminal GFET with L/W=2.
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Figure 3-1. Measured
M
G(Vbg) of a GFET (black solid
s
square)) with the fittting to CI model
m
Eq. 3.33
(red line) wiith µe= 5661ccm2/Vs, µh= 4143 cm2/V
Vs, VD = -8.7 V and σres= 0.2 mS, Rc´=
= 7000 Ω forr
electron sidee and 5000 Ω for hole sidde.

For thee low-carrieer-density region
r
(V~V
VD), it is experimenta
e
ally observ
ved that thee
conductivitty approach
hes a minim
mum value: σ = σmin. In
I this regioon, the con
nductivity iss
approximattely a consttant, indepeendent of ggate voltagee. Early theeoretical wo
ork predictss
this value tto be

w
without
conssidering imp
purities[1022, 103]. This is becausse graphenee

near the Fermi
F
level can be deescribed by
y a four-com
mponent m
massless Dirrac-fermion
n
model (MD
DF)[104], with
w each ch
hannel has minimum conductanc
c
e of 1⁄π e ⁄h[105].
Chen et all. experimeentally stud
died the deependence of
o σmin on impurity density
d
and
d
concluded that
t due to existence of
o charged im
mpurities, σmin is goverrned by carrrier-density
y
inhomogen
neities and varies
v
from
m sample to
o sample[977] Cleaner samples aree needed to
o
examine theoretical prredictions on
n σmin at thee true Dirac point.

3.1.2 Discuussion on VD and hysteresis
The volltage corressponding to minimum conductanc
c
ce, VD, is ann important property off
GFET. Ideaally pristinee graphene has
h its Ferm
mi level resiiding at the Dirac pointt. However,
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when graphene is exposed to environment, various doping happens. It has been
commonly observed that GFET fabricated on Si/SiO2 is usually p-doped and shows
hysteresis when measured in ambient environment. In our studies, when we measure
GFET with graphene channel exposing to ambient air, VD is always positive and at a
point beyond the breakdown voltage of SiO2 (VD > 60V), indicating strong p-doping. A
study by Martel’s group shows that the ubiquitous p-doping of GFET is from charge
transfer mediated by the oxygen/water redox reaction[106]. The alignment of the Fermi
level of graphene (EF) and the redox potential leads to lowering of EF (p-doping) and
generation of reactive species, which also serve as charge traps at SiO2 surface. We will
discuss later that charge traps contribute to hysteresis of GFET. The rate of redox
reaction is directly related with the amount of water and oxygen at the interface of
graphene and SiO2[106]. In our study, highly hydrophilic SiO2 surface is used to assist
transfer process, which induces a severe doping effect.
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Figure 3-2. Distribution of VD for eleven devices on one chip during back gate sweeping up
(black circle) and down (red triangle)

As we will discuss later in this Chapter, devices for solution operation are covered
under oxide layers, which avoids direct contact with air. With HfO2 and SiO2 coverage,
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GFETs show slight n-doping. The reason for the n-doping needs further studies. The
distribution of VD for devices on one chip is plotted in Fig. 3-2. Due to the hysteresis,
which we will discuss soon, two types of VD are plotted for each device.

Figure 3-3. Schematics of two types of hysteresis caused by capacitive gating and charge transfer.
Adapted from Ref. [107]

When measured at room temperature, GFETs prepared on SiO2 always show
hysteresis. Two types of hysteresis are observed: positive and negative, as illustrated in
Fig. 3-3 [107]. The origin of hysteresis of GFET has been studied by different groups and
is attributed to two competing mechanisms: capacitive coupling and charge traps (charge
transfer). Both of them tied to the presence of moisture[107-109]. The capacitive
coupling comes from the existence of a dipole layer, such as adsorbed water[110], at
graphene/SiO2 interface, which enhances the local electrical field and hence carrier
density in graphene channel. The charge traps are believed to come from the redox
reaction of H2O and O2, which has been discussed earlier[106, 108]. The resultant
uncertainty of VD hinders the applications of GFETs. In our studies, we observe
hysteresis of GFETs to different degrees. As shown in Fig. 3-4, even on the same chip,
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one device show below 10 mV hysteresis, while another shows hysteresis above 500 mV.
There is no simple method to eliminate hysteresis. However, using pulse measurement
technique, hysteresis can be significantly reduced. The details of pulse measurement will
be discussed in the last section of this chapter.
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Figure 3-4. G(Vref) plot for one device with small (left) and large (right) hysteresis

3.2 Fabrication of GFET arrays
To fabricate large-scale GFET arrays, we transfer synthesized single-layer graphene
from copper foils to Si wafers with thermal oxide by polymer-support wet transfer
method. We characterize the transferred graphene to show that using this method we can
transfer large-area (~cm2) single-layer graphene with no visual cracks. We then use
photolithography to pattern graphene into two-terminal FET arrays.

3.2.1 Wet transfer
The transfer process includes patterning markers, cleaning the substrate, etching
copper, fishing and cleaning resist.
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Patterning markers: Silicon wafers with 290 nm silicon dioxide are used in the study.
Alignment markers are first patterned on the wafer using photolithography and etching,
which will be discussed in details later.
Cleaning the substrate: After washing away the resist, the wafer is then cleaned in
Nanostrip (90% sulfuric acid) at 60 °C for half an hour, followed by sonication in DI
water for 5 minutes. The wafer surface becomes extremely hydrophilic after clean.
Etching copper: Copper foil with graphene on is cut into 1 cm × 2 cm pieces and
taped onto a spin wafer. Caution should be used when taping the foil on the wafer so that
the foil is flat and no edges are exposed. When resist is spin-coated, it spreads through
any exposed edge to the back side of the foil. This leads to elongated etching time. Resist
is then spun on to the copper foil at 2000 rpm – 4000 rpm for 30 seconds. In this way the
resist has optimal thickness and is easy to remove and on the other hand is strong enough
to support graphene during fishing. Two coating recipes have been tested and validated: 1)
copolymer P(MMAMAA) EL 8, 2000 rpm 30s, 2) PMMA 495 A4, 4000 rpm 30s. Soft
baking (95 °C for one minute) is used after spin to remove excessive solvent but not
crosslink the resist. Copper foil is then carefully removed from the spin-wafer and cut
into desired size and shape. Copper etchant CE-100 (ferric chloride, hydrochloride acid)
is used to remove copper. Both 49-1 (citric acid, hydrogen peroxide) and APS 100
(ammonium persulphate, hydrogen peroxide) have been tried. But they are found not
compatible with the copolymer. The temperature of the etchant is controlled between 40
~ 45 °C. Small pieces of copper foils are gently dropped on the surface of the etchant
with the resist side facing up. The surface tension of the etchant is enough to hold the foil
floating. The etching process takes approximately 10 – 15 minutes, when no resist
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spreads to the back side of the foil. Higher etching temperature (above 60 °C) or longer
time (more than 30 minutes) results in hardening of the resist.
Fishing: When copper disappears, a thin film of resist floats on the etchant. A clean
transfer wafer (hydrophobic chip is found to work better than hydrophilic one for
intermediate transfer) is used to fish the thin film out from the etchant into a beaker of DI
water. Caution should be used not to flip the sides of the film. The resist film needs to be
cleaned by DI water thoroughly in at least two beakers with fresh DI water (each for ~20
min). Finally, the silicon wafer with etched markers is used to fish the film out from the
last container of DI water. Blowing gas gently on the wafer can bring the graphene to the
right position. The water is better left dry naturally, after which the film should look
rainbow colored. It is experimentally found that baking after fishing does not improve the
adhesion.
Cleaning resist: The wafer should be left dry for at least one hour before cleaning
the resist away but no more than 12 hours, after which the wafer loses its hydrophilicity.
The cleaning process should be closely watched, since too strong (long time, stirring,
high temperature) wash leads to tearing of graphene (possibly due to strain from
polymer), while too gentle wash results in large amount of resist residue. A good clean
recipe to start with is 20 seconds in room temperature Remover PG, 10 seconds in 40 °C
Remover PG, 30 seconds again in room temperature Remover PG, and 60 seconds in IPA,
followed by blow dry. A careful check under microscope is necessary before further
cleaning to verify that graphene is not torn apart. The total cleaning time ranges from 2 to
3 minutes in each solution (40 °C Remover PG, room temperature Remover PG and IPA).
After cleaning, graphene should look clean of resist. Very small amount of resist on the
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edge or scattered on the top is acceptable. The resist residue is further cleaned by a postbaking, which is done in a one inch tube furnace with Ar/H2 protective gas at 500 sccm.
The furnace is heated up to 450 °C and kept for two hours (more time may be needed if
there is a lot residue left).

Figure 3-5. Left: transferred graphene on silicon wafer. Right: after patterning

3.2.2Photolithography, etching and deposition
Photolithography is performed using GCA 8000 Stepper system. There are three
lithography steps: first step to make alignment markers, second step to pattern graphene
into arrays, and the third step to layout contacts. In the first lithography, the wafer is
cleaned by sonication in acetone for 15 minutes and then in IPA for 15 minutes. Photo
resist 3012 is spin-coated (at 4000 rpm for 45s) and followed by soft bake (95 °C for one
minute). The marker pattern is exposed for 0.5 second and followed by one minute
develop in CD26 developer. The patterned markers in resist are then transferred to the
wafer by etching in CF4 plasma (PT720 BWSiO2 4 minutes 45 seconds, CF4 46 sccm, O2
4 sccm, and 300 W; or Versa lock CF4 50 sccm, 10 mTorr and 90 seconds). When a
quarter of two-inch wafer is used, the markers need to be away from the edge by 5 mm
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for local alignment to be performed later. For the second lithography, the same resist is
used. However, due to presence of graphene, the exposure time needs to be extended to
0.55 second. Moreover, it is found that CD26 can remove graphene from wafer.
Therefore develop is done gently without stirring or splashing first for 30 seconds. Then
check carefully under microscope to see if longer time (increment of 30second) is needed.
Oxygen plasma is used to pattern graphene (PT720 40 mTorr, 50 W;Versalock 10 mTorr,
10 W, and10 seconds). After etching, the pattern of graphene needs to be checked under
optical microscope and extra etching is needed in case of partial removal. To make metal
contacts, Resist LOR 2A is first spun (4000 rpm for 45 second) followed by a hard
baking (170 °C for 5 minutes). Resist 3012 is then spun with the same recipe. The
alignment is not critical (error tolerance >1μm) for two point devices but becomes crucial
(error tolerance ~500nm) for Hall geometry four point devices. Local alignment in the
tool is recommended for two point devices while required for four point devices. Contact
metal of 5 nm titanium and 25 – 30 nm gold is deposited after develop and followed by
lift-off in Remover PG at 60 °C for 30 minutes.
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4μm

1mm
Figure 3-6. GFET arrays on silicon wafer. Inset: SEM image of device channel

3.2.3Passivation
When GFETs are operated in solution environment, the metal electrodes are exposed
to electrolyte with potential difference from the solution. There is high possibility for
electrochemical reaction to happen at the metal/solution interface. When the
electrochemical reaction happens, we observe high leakage current on the working
electrode of top gate device. Gold is known to be electrochemically dissolvable[111]. In
our study, when exposed to the solution directly at positive gate voltage, bare gold
electrodes react quickly and dissolves in the solution, resulting in broken electrodes after
measurements. The gate current with bare gold electrode is shown in Fig. 3-7 (a). To
prevent this, we passivate our devices using atomic layer deposition (ALD) grown HfO2.
Unlike sputtering or evaporation, ALD growth gives uniform coverage of oxide across
horizontal or vertical features. Different growth recipes are tested to find out the
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minimum layer thickness (largest oxide capacitance) to prevent electrodes from reacting.
Figure 3-7 plots the measured leakage current through the working electrode versus the
applied voltage for no passivation layer and three different thickness of passivation layer.
We can see that with 15 nm HfO2 layer, the leakage current is significantly reduced, and
20 nm HfO2 suppresses it to below 120 pA. We therefore deposit 20 nm HfO2 by ALD at
110 °C (60 seconds waiting time after each pulse, 133 cycle) on the finished device
arrays as a passivation layer.
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Figure 3-7. Leakage current test in DI water, 5 mM, 10 mM and 100 mM PBS without HfO2
passivation layer (a), with 15 nm HfO2 (b), 20 nm HfO2 (c) and 30 nm HfO2 (d).
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To operate our GFETs as biosensor, we need to attach receptor molecules (details in
Chapter 5.3). SiO2 has known attachment chemistry for our work. Thus after HfO2
deposition, we further deposit 25 nm SiO2 using electron beam evaporation. The final
devices are shown in Fig. 3-6.

3.2.4 Problems in GFETs fabrication
I. Aging of graphene on copper foil
We have seen the SEM image of as-grown graphene sheet on copper foil in Fig. 2-18.
The features are mainly from graphene folds and wrinkles, multilayer graphene and
copper surface domain. However, if left in ambient environment, graphene on Cu is
subject to surface adsorption of "dirt". Figure 3-8 shows the comparison between fresh (a)
and aged (b) graphene. The sample is stored in a sealed beaker for three months.
Comparing to fresh copper with graphene, aged copper foil shows more reddish color.

a

b

Figure 3-8. SEM image of fresh (a) and aged (b)graphene on copper foil

We tried different recipes to clean the surface adsorption on graphene, as shown in
Fig. 3-9 (a-c). The only effective recipe we found is baking the sample in 500 sccm flow
of Ar/H2 at 450 ºC for two hours. However, after the baking treatment, graphene develops
many wrinkles as seen in Fig. 3-9c as tiny bright lines.
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a

b

c

Figure 3-9. SEM image graphene on copper foil after cleaning with acetone wash (a), acetone
sonication (b) and 450 °C annealing in Ar/H2 (c)

If left without cleaning, aged graphene undermines the transfer process. Figure 3-10
shows an unsuccessful transfer using aged graphene without baking. The polymeric
residue is harder to clean and the adhesion force between graphene and the substrate is
weaker. In our study, we only use fresh graphene stored in a desiccator less than 3
months to avoid this problem.
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Figure 3-10. Aged graphene results in unsuccessful transfer

II. Polymeric residue on graphene after transfer
The graphene sheet is transferred with the support of a polymer layer (MMA in our
case, details in Chapter 3.2.1). In our study, we found that after transfer there is
polymeric residue on graphene, as shown in Fig. 3-10b. After Remover PG clean, AFM is
performed on the graphene sheet and shows very rough surface (Fig. 3-11b). Using the
scratching technique, we observe a polymeric residue of ~1.5 nm. After baking the
sample in 500 sccm flow of Ar/H2 at 450 °C for two hours, AFM image of the sample
reveals graphene fold lines and multilayer features, with no scratching trace, indicating a
clean top surface. For GFETs fabrication, a clean top surface of graphene is important in
achieving small and Ohmic contact resistance.
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a

b

1.47nm
Figure 3-11. AFM image of transferred graphene with(a) and without(b) baking

III. Sliding and tearing of graphene
During GFET fabrication, we always assume graphene is strongly bonded onto SiO2
surface as a coating layer. In fact, the interaction of graphene with the substrate can be
weakened by chemicals, resulting in sliding and tearing of graphene. Figure 3-11a shows
an optical image (with red filter) of misalignment of the second (graphene pattern) and
the third (contact layout) lithography steps (yellow arrow). The misalignment is due to
the sliding of graphene during the develop step in the second lithography step. We found
that the developer for resist 3012, CD26 (tetramethylammonium hydroxide), can weaken
the adhesion between graphene and SiO2 and therefore lift up graphene sheet and make it
slide. The solution to this problem is to divide the develop into two steps, 30 seconds for
each. If not enough, more time can be added. This has been found effective in preventing
graphene sheet from sliding.
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a

b

Sliding
Tearing
Figure 3-12. Optical images showing sliding (a) and tearing (b) of graphene during device
fabrication

Figure 3-12b shows another adhesion problem, tearing of graphene after liftoff. We
believe that reducing the time and temperature of liftoff process can help it. However, we
have not yet compared the results using gentle or aggressive liftoff.

IV. Develop residue
For the third lithography process, layout contact, the interface between graphene and
metal contact is important in achieving ohmic contact. We examine the top surface of
graphene after develop using AFM scratching. Figure 3-13a shows that at one position
we observe ~5 nm develop residue. We do not know if this thick residue is continuous on
the piece or just shows locally. Since the presence of develop residue is within our
expectation, we over develop in the step as an approach to overcome this problem, as
shown in Fig. 3-13b. The features are well rounded due to over develop. However, AFM
still indicates we have severe develop residue. Future studies are needed to thin down the
residue. Possible routes are changing the resist and adding gentle oxygen plasma
treatment.
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a
5nm

b

Figure 3-13. (a) AFM image showing 5nm develop residue (b) optical image showing over
develop

3.3 ISGFET device test and generic transport results
3.3.1 Introduction on ion-sensitive field-effect transistors (ISFETs)
The first introduction of ion-sensitive field-effect transistors (ISFETs) is by Bergveld
in 1970[112]. It was first proposed as an ion sensing device with fast speed and compact
design. The basic mechanism of ISFETs is to convert charges on a sensing surface into a
potential signal, which is then detected by the conductance change of the FET
channel[113]. The sensing surface is usually a gate dielectric layer surface. A certain
amount of charges are accumulated on the sensing surface when it is exposed to a
solution with certain ion concentration. The details of the sensing mechanism are
discussed in the next chapter. Nanomaterials, e.g. nanowires and nanotubes, are explored
as channel materials for their possibly high sensitivity due to large surface-to-volume
ratio[114-119]. Fabricating ISFETs using these one dimensional materials requires
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complex alignment[120, 121]. Graphene with its excellent mobility and extreme aspect
ratio is an ideal candidate for the channel material of ISFETs. Its two dimensional
geometry is compatible with conventional lithography process. Previous studies have
demonstrated GFETs as pH, protein molecule, red blood cell and deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) molecule sensors[122-129]. In these studies, graphene serves as both sensing
surface and conduction channel. However, the sensing mechanism of graphene is still not
well understood. A study by Schonenberger’s group shows intrinsic graphene surface is
insensitive to pH change[130]. Oxide surface, e.g. SiO2, has been studied for years as
sensing surface and has well-understood sensing mechanism, i.e. site-dissociation
model[112, 131, 132].
Recent studies expand the applications of ISFET to the sensing of biomolecules (bioFET) by immobilizing receptor species on the sensing surface[113]. This will be
discussed more in the next chapter. We explore the possibility to integrate graphene into
ISFET. The fabrication process we discussed in the last section yields GFETs compatible
with solution operations. We will look at their transport properties and operation as
ISGFET in the following section
3.3.2 Measurements and results of ISGFET devices
The layout of an ion-sensitive graphene field effect transistor (ISGFET) array
consisting of 16 2 × 4 μm2 channels is shown in Figure 3-5. Two-terminal resistance
measurements are performed on a probe station in ambient condition using standard lowfrequency (47~1k Hz) lock-in techniques. Figure 3-14a shows the measurement
configuration, in which the back gate voltage Vbg is applied on the highly doped back Si.
For solution top gate, a small amount of solution (deionized water or phosphate buffer
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saline solution) is delivered to the SiO2 surface using a pipettor and forms a small droplet.
Care is taken to ensure that the droplet does not touch the contact pads of the channel
being measured. The top gate voltage Vapp is applied through a tungsten electrode to the
droplet and read through a Ag/AgCl reference electrode as Vref. The use of a reference
electrode is essential to correctly measure the voltage of the solution. Due to the
ubiquitous electrochemical reaction at the solution/metal interface, working electrode
surface is polarizable with an uncertain potential difference depending on solution
chemistry. The potential difference between a solution and a Ag/AgCl electrode only
depends on the chlorine activity in the solution. With a fixed Cl- concentration, the
voltage measured on the reference electrode truly reflexes the potential of the solution.

a

Vapp

Vsg

b
Vsg

V
Rsol

+ + +
+ + + + + +

--------

CDL

25nm SiO2

vds

20nm HfO2

~

290nm SiO2
p++ Si

Vbg

Ctox
graphene
Cbg
Vbg

Figure 3-14. (a) Schematic drawing of the measurement configuration. (b) Corresponding circuit
diagram
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ε ε k B T⁄2NA e I . NA is the Avogadro constant and I is the ionic strength, I
1

2∑

C Z , where Ci is the molar concentration of ion I and Zi is the charge number of

ion i. Without considering the polarization, diffuse layer capacitance CD can be modeled
as parallel plate capacitor with a distance of λD. As we can see, CD is proportional to I1/2.
For a dilute solution, such as DI water, CDL≈ CD.A more accurate expression is CD nF/
cm

228 I M cosh 19.5 V′ , where V´ is the potential of the surface from point

of zero charge (PZC). More details about GCS theory can be found in Ref. [133]. In our
experiment, CDL is estimated to be more than 450nF/cm2, and therefore much larger than
Ctox such that the capacitance of the solution gate is dominated by the double oxide layer
of 20 nm HfO2 and 25 nm SiO2, i.e.,Csg ≈ Ctox. The top oxide layer capacitance Ctox is
measured to be ~ 120 nF/cm2 through direct capacitance measurement, which is
approximately 11 times larger than that of the back gate. In the following part I will show
that our field-effect response data agree very well with the expected Csg.
Figure 3-16 plots the conductance of a channel as a function of the back gate voltage
Vbg (top axis) and the solution gate voltage Vref (bottom axis) using different symbols.
The two axes are scaled and offset so that the two measured traces overlap with one
another. The device is ambipolar with a small amount of unintentional doping. The back
gate sweeps are typically hysteretic with a separation of ΔVbg ~ 7 V between the two
charge neutrality points. Only one sweep direction is shown here. In contrast, the top gate
sweeps generally show much smaller hysteresis, with average ΔVsg ~ 10 mV. The small
hysteresis is essential to achieve stable chemical and biological sensing. The scaling ratio
γ between the two gate voltages in Fig. 3-15 gives the ratio between the capacitance of
the solution gate, i.e., Csg ≈ Ctox= γ Cbg. Measurements on eleven devices yield γ = 11.3 ±
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1.1, from which we determine that Csg = (127 ± 12) nF/cm2. As we mentioned before, Csg
is expected to be 120 nF/cm2 due to the top oxide domination. Our measurement agrees
with the expectation.
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Vbg
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G (Vbg)

G(μS)
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G (Vsg)
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-0.5

0
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0.5

Figure 3-16. Overlay of the solution top gate (magenta solid triangle, bottom coordinate) and the
back gate (blue hollow square, top coordinate) field-effect characteristics with fitting (black line)
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Figure 3-17. Histogram of device carrier mobility for electron (magenta, shift right) and hole
(blue, shift left)

We determine the field-effect mobility μFE of the GFETs by fitting the G(Vbg) curve
to the charged-impurity scattering model[94-99], as given by Eq. 3.4. The fit describes
data well, shown as the black line in Fig.3-16. Figure 3-17 plots histograms of the
extracted μFE for both electrons and holes. Both distributions center at approximately
5000 cm2/Vs, indicating the high quality of our devices among CVD-grown graphene
devices[46, 59, 134, 135]. At a constant source-drain current of 0.5 µA, the average
normalized transconductance of the solution gate gm= dIds/dVsg/Vds reaches 0.6 mS/V□.
Table 3-1 summaries the transconductance for silicon, diamond, AlGaN/GaN, and CVD
graphene from Ref. [124] and our study. The top data for CVD-graphene is from solution
gated graphene FET with graphene exposed to the electrolyte (PBS)[124]. We see that
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even with degraded capacitance, ISGFET still has higher transconductance than those of
the conventional Si FETs, diamond and AlGaN/GaNFETs.

Table 3-1. Comparison of the measured mobility, intrinsic capacitance, maximum
transconductance for solution gated silicon, diamond, AlGaN/GaN and graphene SGFETs.
Adapted from Ref. [124].

Material

µ(cm2/Vs)

Cint (µF/cm2)

gm/VDS (mS/V)

Silicon

450

0.35

0.2

Diamond

120

2

0.29

AlGaN/GaN

1240

0.32

0.51

1700

2

4.23 &

5000

0.12

0.6 ¶

CVD-graphene

&
¶

From Ref. [124]

From our study

The devices measured in this study show very small hysteresis. The reason is
unknown to us. Figure 3-18 plots more than one sweeps of R(Vref) for one GFET. The
well overlapped curves show that the solution operation of GFETs is very stable. Over
eleven devices, the average hysteresis induced VD shift is ~ 10 mV. Back gate sweep on
the same devices shows an average hysteresis of 6.8 V. Measurements on different
batches of devices show that top gate hysteresis varies across devices, ranging from
almost 0 to as large as 0.3 V. In our study, 70 − 80% devices show small hysteresis < 100
mV, while the rest demonstrate appreciable amount of VD shift for top gate sweeping.
After bio-functionalization, as discussed later, the hysteresis further increases. The
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essential approach to suppress hysteresis relies on the use of pulsing gate measurement,
which will be discussed in the next section.
15k
14k

R(Ω)
R(Ω)

13k
12k
11k
10k
9k
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Vsg
(V)
Vref(V)
Figure 3-18. The GFETs show very small hysteresis (average 10mV) within sweeping range

During measurement of devices, we also monitor the leaking current through the
working electrode. Figure 3-19 shows that in the range of the voltage we apply, the
leaking current is smaller than 0.2 nA.
Die3_12
Die3_13
Die3_22
Die3_23
Die3_24

Leaking current (nA)

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3

-1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0

0.2

Voltage (V)
Figure 3-19. Leaking current with respect to the applied voltage on the electrolyte droplet
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3.3.3 Pulsing gate measurements: procedures and advantages
As mentioned previously, GFETs are frequently observed to show hysteresis when
sweeping gate voltage. The presence of hysteresis inhibits precise determination of the
doping level of graphene for sensing applications. It is, therefore, desirable to suppress or
totally eliminate hysteresis for such application. Previous studies on carbon nanotubes
FETs employed pulsed gate voltage to suppress hysteresis and showed effective
results[136, 137]. This approach can be viewed as freezing the state of charge traps and
dipoles at the interface, while quickly (ms ~ μs) probe the charged state of graphene
channel.
There are three different pulse patterns, as shown in Fig. 3-20, named “p+-”, “p++”,
and “p--”. For each pattern, we describe it with the following parameters:
1) Voff: The DC offset voltage for the pattern.
2) ton: The time period during which the pulse is on.
3) toff: The time period during which the pulse is off.
4) Pulse height: The height of each pulse. The pulse height increases, decreases and
alternates for “p++”, “p--” and “p+-” pulse pattern respectively.
These parameters are tuned according to the specific system under measurement. The
on and off time periods are determined according to the relaxation rate of the system. For
example, oxide back gate responds fast to voltage change and therefore has very short ton
~ 200 µs. Solution top gate has slow-moving ions, which needs longer time to stabilize
(ton ~50 ms). The pulse height is mostly determined by the measurement range, which in
term depends on VD of the device. More details of pulse measurements can be found in
Appendix A.
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Figure 3-20. Illustration of pulse patterns we used in the study and characterizing parameters.

The experimental configuration for top pulsing gate measurement is shown in Fig. 321. The top gate voltage is applied and measured through the reference electrode by ao0
(analog output) of a DAQ card (National Instrument). The drain-source voltage is applied
by a Yokogawa DC source meter. The drain-source current is sent to the preamplifier
(Ithaca 1211) and measured by the ai0 (analog input) of DAQ card. The synchronization
of pulse output and input is done by Labview software. A detailed description of pulse
measurement program can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 3-21. Schematic drawing of pulsing top gate measurement configuration

A comparison of the measured G(Vref) of one GFET device with sweeping and
pulsing top gate is shown in Fig. 3-22. The Voff of the pulse patterns is chosen to be close
to VD of this device. We can see that with a pulsing gate, the hysteresis is suppressed
from ~100 mV to below 10 mV. The electron-hole asymmetry seen in the transfer curve
of the continuous gate sweep is also eliminated. As discussed in Ref. [108], charge traps,
which leads to negative direction of hysteresis (by our definition), also contributes to e-h
asymmetry by introducing artificial charging/discharging for electron and hold sides.
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Figure 3-22. G(Vref) of one GFET with sweeping (top left) and pulsing (top right) top gate. The
pulse patterns are shown in the bottom.

Chapter 4
Application of GFETs as bio-sensors
Biosensors are widely used in medical and pharmaceutical applications as well as in
research. Current biosensors are mostly based on fluorescence, which requires labeling
and bulky optical instruments. Ion-sensitive field-effect transistors (ISFETs), as
introduced in the last chapter, are promising candidates for label-free, real time and onchip sensing applications. ISFETs using SiO2, Al2O3 or Ta2O5 as sensing surface have
been demonstrated as sensors for pH, protein and antibody[119, 138, 139]. Novel
channel materials, e.g. nanowires and nanotubes, are explored for their possibly high
sensitivity due to large surface-to-volume ratio[118, 140, 141]. Fabricating ISFETs using
these one dimensional materials requires complex aligned lithography steps[142].
Graphene with its excellent mobility and extreme aspect ratio is an ideal candidate for the
channel material of ISFETs. Its two dimensional geometry is compatible with
conventional lithography process. Previous studies have demonstrated GFET based
sensors of pH, protein, blood molecule and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [122, 123, 125129, 143, 144]. In these studies, graphene serves as both sensing surface and conduction
channel. However, the sensing mechanism of graphene is still not well understood. Oxide
surface, e.g. SiO2, has been studied for years and possesses well-established sensing
model, a.k.a. site-dissociation model[131, 138, 145].
This chapter discusses our studies on applying ISGFETs to sensing applications. The
first section introduces ISFETs, followed by the pH sensing mechanism of ISFET using a
site-dissociation model and the Gouy-Chapman-Stern theory. Our experimental results of
pH sensing using ISGFETs agree with theoretical predictions. Section 4.3 and 4.4 discuss
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the DNA molecule sensing using ISGEFTs. The attachment chemistry of DNA receptors,
i.e. complimentary PNA strands, and the problems with Dirac point drift are discussed.
With proper measurement protocols, we observe two out of seven devices show expected
shift after DNA attachment and detachment, while the rest show no obvious shift. The
low yield of the sensing results is unknown to us and needs further studies.

4.1 Introduction to ion-sensitive FET (ISFET)
The generic structure of an ISFET is shown in Fig. 4-1. Unlike a conventional FET,
ISFET does not have a metal gate. The gate dielectric is exposed to a solution
environment, where target species are present. The gate voltage is usually applied
through a reference electrode, as shown in Fig. 4-1. The first experiment with ISFET was
performed by Bergveld in 1970[112], in which he exposed the gate oxide of an NMOS to
solution and measured the change of drain-source current versus the concentration of
NaCl at a fixed pH of 4.6. In the recent effort on research of label-free biosensors, ISFET
has been explored to integrate with biologically active materials toward BioFET, or
biologically modified FET[113]. Recent studies have shown using large-scale integrated
Si ISFET to sequence genome by detecting protons released during DNA
polymerase[146].
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Figure 4-1.S
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ET. Adapted from Ref. [1131]
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Figure 4-2. Schematic set-up and functional principle of an ISFET based biosensor, consisting of
receptor, transducer and signal processing. Adapted from Ref. [113]

4.2 GFET arrays as pH sensors
pH sensing is the most common sensing application of ISFETs. The sensing surface is
the gate dielectric which does not require any further functionalization. The mechanism
for ISFET to detect pH value is explained by site-dissociation model.
4.2.1 Site-dissociation model
The site-dissociation model is initially developed to explain the pH response of
ISFET with oxide sensing surface. Generally, oxide goes through both acid dissociation
(release H+)and base dissociation (release OH-) when exposed to solution. The
dissociation rate is described by acid and base dissociation constants, Ka and Kb or
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Outside Stern layer, there exists a diffuse layer (Gouy-Chapman layer) with
capacitance of CD. The characteristic length of this layer is the same as Debye length,
λD

BT

NA

I

, where NA is Avogadro constant and I is the ionic strength of the solution.

We will revisit the concept of Debye length in Section 4.4. From this we see that the
I

diffusion layer capacitance CD

/

. The total capacitance is, therefore, two capacitors

in series. For dilute solution, the total capacitance is dominated by CD.
GCS theory defines two capacitances, which is now a function of surface charge. The
integral capacitance, which relates the total charge to the surface potential, is expressed
as
C

(4.2)

The differential capacitance, which measures the ability of the electrolyte for storing
charges in response to a change in the electrostatic potential, can be written as
C

(4.3)

where φ is surface potential. Notice that φ defined this way carries the same sign as σ ,
as shown in Fig. 4-3. Combining Eq. (4.1) and (4.2), the surface potential can expressed
as
φ

N
C K K

HS

K

K K
HS

(4.4)
HS

Now we have a relation between surface potential and surface proton activity. With
the Nernst equation, which connects the surface and bulk proton activity[147, 148]:
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a HS

aHB exp

(4.5)

T

we can deduce the dependence of φ on pHB (pHB

log aHB , i.e. generally pH for

solution) as
2.3

HB

with

in which β

1

.

TC

T

α

(4.6)

1

(4.7)

∂ σ / ∂pHS , which reflects the number change of charged groups as a

function of pHS and the intrinsic buffer capacity for the sensing surface. When α=1, the
pH sensitivity reaches the Nernst limit:

HB

59.2mV/pH at 298K.

Figure 4-5 plots the calculated surface potential change and α versus pHB for SiO2 as
sensing surface using the site-dissociation model and GCS model. The theoretical pH
sensitivity for SiO2 is approximately 45 mV/pH, which is also verified by pH sensing
studies carried out on SiO2 surface[149].

Figure 4-5. The theoretical surface potential change (left) and sensitivity parameter, α change
(right) versus pHB of a SiO2 ISFET using the site-dissociation model and the GCS model (Stern
layer capacitance assumed to be80 μF/cm2) with ionic concentration of (a)0.1 M, (b)0.01 M, (c)1
mM. From Ref. [148]
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data of repeeating meassurements. The shift off VD in the pH range w
we are work
king with iss
approximattely linear. We
W fit the VD vs. pH pplot with lin
near fitting aand extract the slope to
o
be 43 mV/p
pH for this device. Ov
ver nine devvices, the av
verage sloppe is 46 mV
V/pH with a
standard deeviation of 8 mV/pH.

Figure 4-6. (a) G(Vsg) curve
c
measurred in the PBS
P
with diffferent pH vaalue (color coded)
c
using
g
pulse gate (b) The shift of VD versuss pH

Our meeasured aveerage pH sensitivity of
o 46 mV/p
pH on the GFETs usiing SiO2 ass
sensing surrface agreess with the theoretical
t
and other experimenta
e
al values[14
48, 149]. Itt
shows again that the potential
p
sen
nsitivity forr ISFET onlly depends oon the surfaace materiall
on, indepen
ndent of thee transducerr devices. H
However, with
w its high
h
exposed to the solutio
ETs are pro
omising in rreaching hig
gh current ssensitivity. In practicall
transconducctance, GFE
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applications, current is commonly measured at a fixed Vsg. In Fig. 4-6, at Vsg = -0.6 V,
where the transfer curves are almost linear, the change of IDS/VDS(G) from pH =4.1 to 6.0
is ~ 9 µS, which is current sensitivity of 5%/pH.

4.3 Chemistry for DNA sensing
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequencing is a process of determining the order of
nucleotide bases in a DNA strand. Achieving fast and cheap DNA sequencing is
important for biological research and practical fields, such as diagnostic and forensic
applications. Current scheme of DNA sequencing relies on complex labeling and bulky
instruments. Using ISFET functionalized with specific DNA targets is a promising way
of realizing fast, on-chip and cost effective DNA sequencing. We explore the possibility
of employing ISGFETs to achieve specific DNA sensing. This requires surface
functionalization of ISGFETs with DNA receptors. The receptors (probes) are naturally
chosen as complimentary single-stranded DNA or peptide nucleic acid (PNA), which has
an electrically neutral backbone consisting of repeating N-(2-aminoethyl)-glycine units
linked by peptide bonds. The advantages of using PNA instead of DNA as probe are:
1. PNA molecules are neutral in PBS solution. This provides a stable baseline for
our measurements.
2. The hybridization of single-stranded complimentary PNA and DNA can survive
DI water environment. In our procedure, DI water is sometimes used to rinse the
chip. The un-screened negative charges of two single-stranded DNA lead to
detachment of DNA molecules in DI water.
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Figure 4-7. Illustration of SiO2 surface silanization using APTMS, adapted from Ref. [150]

The attachment chemistry of probe PNA on the device chip starts with silanization of
the top SiO2 layer. We use 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) to create a uniform
-NH2 functional groups on the surface. The schematic process is illustrated in Fig. 4-7.
Hydroxyl groups are naturally present on SiO2 surface, sometimes with moisture
molecules. The reaction of APTMS with SiO2 is done in ethanol solution (3% APTMS in
ethanol) for one hour. After reaction, we cure the APTMS layer at 110 °C for 10 minutes.
We image the SiO2 surface with AFM after the reaction to probe the quality of the
assembled layer, as shown in Fig. 4-8. Using AFM tip to perform a hard contact imaging
results in scratching of APTMS molecules. This technique allows us to measure the
thickness of the assembled layer on the hard surface of SiO2, shown in Fig. 4-8b. The
edge shows a step of 0.7 nm, which agrees with the length of one APTMS molecule. We
measure three more spots and found consistent single layer. Therefore we conclude that
our silanization recipe results in mostly a single layer of APTMS molecule coating. Over
a wide range, AFM images show a few (<10%) multilayer islands. In the AFM study of
APTMS layer, we observe a reversed height after scratch, i.e. scratched region is ~47 nm
higher than intact region. Possible reason is the APTMS molecule, which is highly
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positively ccharged, atttached onto
o AFM tip and
a gives a fake heighht reading. This
T needed
d
to be verifieed by furtheer studies.

a

b

0.7
7nm

Figure 4-8. AFM image of the SiO
O2 surface after
a
APTMS
S functionallization (a) and
a an edgee
exposed by tip
t scratchingg, which shoows the layerr thickness ass 0.7nm (b).

X-ray Photoelectro
P
on Spectroscopy (XPS
S, details in
i Chapter 5) spectra of N1s on
n
APTMS fuunctionalizeed and baree chip are shown
s
in Fig.
F 4-9. Thhe function
nalized chip
p
shows a maain peak at 399.9 eV with
w a high energy sid
de peak at 401.8 eV. According
A
to
o
Ref. [151],, we assign the main peak
p
to NH
H2 groups while
w
the higgh energy side
s
peak to
o
NH3+. The bare chip has no featurre in N1s reegion.

Figure 4-9. XPS
X of APTMS functionnalized chip (top,
(
blue) annd bare chip (bottom, maagenta)

We furrther perform
m pH sensiing on chip
ps with -NH
H2 function
nal groups. The R(Vsg)
curves from
m one functiionalized deevice with different
d
pH
H are shownn in Fig. 4-1
10a. Similarr
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to that of bare deviices, the R(V
R sg) curvves of funcctionalized devices upshift
u
with
h
p while keeep its linesshape. The shift
s
of VD versus pH vvalue of PB
BS is plotted
d
increasing pH
in Fig. 4-10
0b. Measureements on eleven
e
silan
nized devicees yield an average pH
H sensitivity
y
of 34 mV/ppH for -NH2 layer with standard deeviation of 8 mV/pH.

Figure 4-10.. (a) R(Vsg) curves
c
of an APTMS funnctionalized GFET measuured in PBS with pH =
4.1 (blue), 5.0 (magenta)), 6.0 (black)), 6.9 (red), 8.9
8 (olive). (b)
( Measuredd shift of VD versus pH
value of PBS
S solutions (circle) with distribution
d
s
showing
as error
e
bar. Thee line is a linnear fitting
of the data.

The stab
ability of thee amine lay
yer is monito
ored. Figuree 4-11 show
ws the R(Vsg) curves off
two devicees in PBS with pH=7
7 measured
d repeatedly
y with 20 minutes between
b
thee
measuremeents. The av
verage drift is around 10
1 mV betw
ween two m
measurementts. To avoid
d
shifts of cu
urves due to sample surrface changee, these meaasurements are carried out under a
series of prrotocols, wh
hich is discu
ussed in detaails in Appeendix B.
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2
magentaa; 3rd, black)) on APTMS
S
Figure 4-11.. R(Vsg) curvves measuredd repeatedly (1st, blue; 2nd,
functionalizeed two devicces with 20 min
m in betweeen two meassurements.

With thhe NH2 layeer, we furtheer attach thee linker mollecule, sulfoo-LC-SPDP
P, and probee
PNA onto the
t chip, ass shown in Fig.
F 4-12[1552-154]. Att this stage,, the chip iss selectively
y
only sensitiive to the compliment
c
tary single-sstranded DN
NA. To verrify the sign
nal is really
y
from DNA
A, cleavage step is carrried out usiing dithioth
hreitol (DTT
T). The sen
nsing signall
generated by
b target DN
NA is expeected to van
nish after cleeavage, whhich gives a solid prooff
for the signnal[153].

Figure 4-12.. Illustration of attachmennt chemistry for DNA sensing
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The chemistry of PNA attachment is tested on Ag nanowires coated with glass using
DNA probes. Fluorescent dye labeled DNA molecules are used to image the nanowires,
as shown in Fig. 4-13. Fluorescence is shown for complimentary (Comp) DNA molecules
but not for non-complimentary (Non-comp) ones. After cleavage with DTT, the
fluorescence disappears for complimentary DNA sample. We tried fluorescence study on
chip, but it is much dimmer than that on nanowire (no fluorescence images available).
Possibly the flat chip is not a favorable geometry for fluorescence imaging. It is also
possible that the attachment chemistry is more difficult for chip geometry due to less
mass flow near the surface.
Flu A probe DNA
(Non‐comp)

Flu B probe DNA
(Comp)

Flu A probe DNA
(Non‐comp)

Reflectance

Fluorescence

Flu B probe DNA
(Comp)

Before DTT

After DTT

Scale bar = 5 μm

Figure 4-13.The DNA attachment chemistry has been shown working on glass-coated Au NWs
using fluorescence technique. Image courtesy of Kristi Liddell.

We then use AFM to image the chip surface going through the same chemistry, as
shown in Fig. 4-14. Two sizes of images are shown on the top (~2.2 μm) and bottom
(~0.8 μm). The topography images are different for the sample after linker molecule,
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probe DNA and DTT. However, there is no straight forward explanation of the difference
or the coverage of molecules. Further studies are needed to interpret these AFM images.

SPDP

Probe DNA

DTT

Figure 4-14. AFM images of the SiO2 surface after linker molecule, probe DNA and cleavage.

4.4 Detecting DNA using functionalized GFETs
Here I will present our preliminary data on detecting single strand DNA using
functionalized GFETs and the problems facing. The devices are fabricated following the
procedure introduced in Chapter 3 and functionalized with either cleavable or noncleavable linker and probe PNA.
The mechanism of sensing is that when target DNA binds with probe PNA, the highly
negatively charged DNA changes the surface potential of the device and hence produces
a measurable signal[155]. Before going into the experiment part, we will first discuss the
screening length of electrolyte solution. The charged molecules in solution is screened by
counterions. For example, ngatively charged DNA molecue is surrounded by positively
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charged ionns, such as Na
N +, K+, H+, etc. At a certain leng
gth, the charrge of coun
nterions willl
be equal to that of the DNA moleccule. This is named as the Debye llength
λD

BT

NA

I

(4.8)

ust be carefu
fully selecteed to assuree measurablle charge ch
hange from
m
The Debyee length mu
the device surface, as the molecu
ules are usuaally 1 – 3 nm
n away froom the senssing surfacee
after attach
hment chem
mistry[156].. Figure 4-15 shows the
t decreasee of the Deebye length
h
with the in
ncreasing ionic strength
h of KCl so
olution. Wee can see th
hat in order to measuree
DNA moleecules ~ 2 nm
n away frrom the sennsing surfacce, a solution with ion
nic strength
h
below 1 mM
M must be used
u
as top gate electro
olyte.

Figure 4-15.. Debye screeening length as a functionn of KCl electrolyte conccentration. Adapted
A
from
m
Ref. [157]

The proocedure we use is as-ffollowing: The
T as-fabriicated chip is function
nalized with
h
APTMS, (ccleavabe) lin
nker molecule and PN
NA. The first measurem
ment is carriied out afterr
PNA attachhment. Theen the chip is exposed to complim
mentary tarrget DNA. The second
d
measuremeent is done afterwardss. With cleeavable link
ker, the chhip goes thrrough DTT
T
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chemistry. The third measurement is done after PNA-DNA bundle is cleaved. Control
expeirments are done with non-complimentary target DNA or same PBS solution
soaking.
Several experiments are carried out to determine the shift induced by PNA-DNA
binding, most of which shows Dirac point constantly upshift, regardless of the step. As
discussed earlier, the measurement of APTMS layer is only stable if the chip is not
exposed to dry environment. The same is observed for PNA attached chips. When the
chipsare stored wet and not dried, the Dirac point of the devices are stable over 12 hours.
No tests are done after 12 hours. The problem of Dirac point drift is discussed later in this
chapter.
For the experiment with always-wet procedure. In two out of seven devices, we detect
the negatively charged DNA molecules and the cleavage of DNA molecules (Fig. 4-16).
The rest fives devices show no shift after either target DNA or cleavage step.Figure 4-16
shows the results of using cleavable linker for PNA attachment. We plot R(Vsg) curves
from two devices measured after probe PNA (blue), target DNA (magenta) and cleavage
(black). The upshift of R(Vsg) after DNA hybridization agrees with the negative charges
carried by DNA molecules. After cleavage, the downshift of curves is also consistent
with removing the negative charges. The difference between the first measurement (after
PNA, blue) and the third one (after cleavage, black) is either due to not 100% cleavage or
the surface potentical difference between PNA end surface with –HS end surface.
The exact reason for low yield of PNA-DNA hybridization measurements is unknown
to us at this stage. It could be due to low surface density or non-uniform density of PNA
attachment.

100
0

wo devices measured affter probe PNA
P
(blue), target DNA
A
Figure 4-166. R(Vsg) currves from tw
(magenta) annd cleavage (black).

One of the major problems
p
w encounteer during th
we
he study is tthe drift in the devicess
between meeasurementts. Figure 4--17 shows tthe compariison betweeen measureements donee
on complim
mentary PN
NA-DNA (aa) and PBS
S control (b
b). Both ploots show upshift
u
from
m
PNA to eitther target DNA or PB
BS control.. We observ
ve similar behavior allso on non-complimen
ntary DNA experimetn
ns. This univ
versal upsh
hift makes tthe explanattion of dataa
difficult. Siimilar surfaace potentiaal drift has bbeen reporteed previoussly [158]. However,
H
so
o
far there is no solid ex
xplanation of
o the mech
hanism of th
he drift. It hhas been ob
bserved thatt
when the ch
hip is stored
d dry and th
hen exposed
d to solution
n, it takes up
p to eight hours
h
for thee
surface potential to staabilize.
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c
measuured after proobe PNA (bluue), target D
DNA first tim
me (magenta))
Figure 4-17.. (a) R(Vsg) curve
and second time (red). (b)
( R(Vsg) cuurve measureed after probbe PNA (bluee), one hourP
PBS soakingg
first time (m
magenta) and second timee (red).

We exaamine careffully on thee surface po
otential chaange after tthe chip is exposed to
o
solution fro
om the dry condition. Figure
F
4-18
8 shows thee drift of raw
w data befo
ore the chip
p
reaches its stable state. The raw pulse
p
data coonsist of nin
ne consecuttive pulses. The middlee
c
correesponding to
t the gate voltage
v
at Voff. The deccrease of thee
line in the ddata is the current
current meaans that forr the same Voff, the cu
urrent throug
gh the channnel reducess. Since thee
R(Vsg) curvve keeps itss line shapee for most of
o the meassurements, tthe decreasee of currentt
means that VD shifts toward
t
Vofff. In Figure 4-18, with
h Voff = -0.88 V, the up
pshift of VD
from -0.92 V to -0.82 V is indeed shifting tow
ward Voff.
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w pulse datta for one unstable measurement
m
t (b) Two consecutivee
Figure 4-188. (a) Raw
measuremennts of PBS coontrol showinng the drift

The sollution for th
his drift prob
blem we haave so far iss to keep thhe chip wet through outt
the measureements and
d functionaliization. Afteer PNAattacchment, thee chip is blo
own dry and
d
glued with silicone sp
pacer. Once spacer is on
o the chip,, when the chip is takeen out from
m
unt of solutiion is retainned inside the
t spacer aarea. Since ethanol
e
willl
solution, a small amou
a
o spacer sw
of
wellen, the sapcer can only be pllaced on thee chip afterr
make the addhesive
APTMS fu
unctionalizattion step. Before
B
the fiirst measureement, the cchip is stabiilized in thee
measuremeent PBS for more than eight hourss. For the fo
ollowing ch
hemistry or storage, thee
chip only ssees the meeasurement PBS witho
out drying. The
T measurrements folllowing thiss
procedure sshow small drifts, as sh
hown in Fig
g. 4-19. These two chipps are consid
dered as nott
binded witth DNA molecules.
m
The drift from the first meassurement th
he the lastt
measuremeent is small.
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Figure 4-19. R(Vsg) cuurves from tw
wo devices measured after probe PNA (blue), target DNA
A
(magenta) annd cleavage (black).

Chapter 5
Graphene band gap engineering through fluorination
The linear gapless band structure gives graphene superior carrier mobility but at the
same time prohibits its use in optoelectronics and photonics[7]. Band gap engineering of
graphene is essential to expand the applications of graphene-based materials into optical
devices[159]. It has become one of the most important topics in graphene research.
This chapter is organized as follows. The first section reviews the field and previous
studies on band gap engineering of graphene. Section 5.2 is on high fluorination regime,
where the studies are mostly on the bulk material. It discusses the synthesis of graphite
monofluoride from HOPG using fluorine gas with elevated temperature and long time. Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is carried out to verify that the majority of the
carbon sites are bonded with one fluorine atom and hence form sp3 hybridization.
Elemental characterizations, including X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron
spectroscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Raman
spectroscopy, are carried out to verify the components and lattice structure of the
fluorinated graphite. The lattice constants given by XRD and electron diffraction agree
with theoretical calculation based on graphite monofluoride (CF)n. The vibrational modes
observed in IR absorption and Raman spectra are also consistent with DFT calculations.
Using laser excitations 2.41 – 5.08 eV, we studied photoluminescence (PL) from bulk
(CF)n and identified six emission modes, spanning the visible spectrum from red to
violet. The energy and linewidth of the modes point to defect-induced mid-gap states as
the source of the photoemission. The difficulties in achieving single- and few-layer
graphene fluoride through exfoliating bulk graphite fluoride are then discussed. Due to its
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large band gap, devices fabricated with (CF)n face the metal-insulator contact problem.
We thus move to lower fluorination regime for a potentially smaller band gap.
Section 5.3 looks at the intermediate fluorination regime, where we use CF4 plasma to
fluorinate the CVD graphene sheets. The characterizations, i.e. morphology, absorption
and Raman, of fluorinated graphene indicate that it is a rough material with decreased
optical absorption and Raman spectra of defective sp2 carbon. The elemental analysis
with XPS for different time or power sequences of fluorination are compared. Correlating
peaks in different spectra (C1s or F1s) from the same functional groups, i.e. CFx (x = 1,
2, 3) gives us an accurate peak assignment to further analyze the evolution of elemental
content ratio with increasing time or power. Our study shows that as either the time or
power of plasma increases, CFx gradually increases with more CF3 and CF2 forming. At a
critical point, fluorine content decreases to almost zero. We believe at the this point, CF4
gas molecules are formed. The release of CF4 gas results in fluorine and carbon loss,
which is observed as holes and cracks in AFM images.
Microscopic mapping of local conductance using conductive AFM (C-AFM) is used
to further understand the fluorination process. We find local conduction path forming
percolating networks. Comparing with the morphology of CVD graphene, we see these
local conducting areas are from local fluorination deficiency at the imperfection
structures of CVD graphene. Details about the overlaying layers or negative curvature
present in multilayer patch, fold and wrinkle features are discussed and associated with
local fluorination shortage. The tunneling current is measured with AFM tip parked at a
conducting spot on bilayer patches. The drastic decrease of tunneling current (several
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order of magnitude) is shown with increasing fluorination time. On the 3 min sample we
find the tunneling IV shows the Poole-Frenkel tunneling behavior.

5.1 Introduction and motivation
The studies carried out on band gap enginnering in graphene can be summarized as
follows[160]:
A.

Physical methods

1. Fabrication of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) with width down to ~20 nm by
lithographic patterning of graphene sheets. Kim’s group examined the transport
properties

of

lithographically

patterned

graphene

ribbon

structures

and

demonstrated the existence of transport gaps up to 0.2 V. [161, 162] The quality of
GNRs fabricated in this way is generally low with rough edges. The transport is
largely dominated by disorders.
2. Symmetry break in bilayer and trilayer graphene with vertical field. Theoretical and
experimental results show that gate bias can be used to tune the gap in bilayer and
trilayer graphene[33, 163, 164]. The size of the gap depends on the field strength
and has been demonstrated experimentally to be up to 200 mV[32, 33]. The gap
created in this way can have potential IR applications at low temperature. However,
so far, the synthesis and transfer of large-scale uniform bilayer or trilayer sheets is
still challenging.
B.

Chemical methods

1. Chemical synthesis of graphene nanoribbons. Graphene nanoribbons synthesized
through chemical methods can have smooth edges with width below 10 nm. Dai’s
group demonstrated the CVD synthesis of GNRs which show semiconducting
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behavior and reached 107 on-off ratio [161]. De Heer’s group performed the
synthesis of GNRs with templated SiC and showed a carrier mobility up to 2700
cm2/Vs [165]. Other chemical synthesis methods include dehalogenation of organic
precursors and crystallographic cut with metal particles[29, 166]. These chemical
synthesis methods of GNRs face similar chirality control and alignment issues as
carbon nanotubes.
2. Graphene oxide (GO). GO has received wide research attention due to its capability
of large-scale synthesis and water solubility[34, 167]. Studies have shown blue
photo-emissions from GO [168-171], which is associated with possible optical gaps
in the system[170]. However, GO lacks a stoichiometric structure, which
complicates theoretic studies. Reduced GO also attracts research interest. Its
transport is shown to follow variable-range hopping (VRH) model[172], which is
related with localized states. This agrees with the amorphous form of GO and
prevents its optoelectronic applications[170, 173, 174].
3. Hydrogenation of graphene. Early theoretical work on fully hydrogenated graphene
has attracted wide attention for its interesting properties, including a clean band gap
of 3.5 eV[13]. Recent study shows with up to 8% hydrogen uptake, an energy gap
of 1 eV is observed, which increases with H/C ratio[175]. Such an energy gap is
ideal for switches, optoelectronics and other semiconductor applications. However,
hydrogenated graphene is not stable in ambient environment, which limits its
applications.
4. Fluorination of graphene. Graphite fluoride has been studied for decades as a good
lubricant. Studies have shown that graphite fluoride has stoichiometric forms of
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(CF)n and (C2F)n[176]. Recent studies on either bulk or single-layer graphite
fluoride have targeted on its electronic properties and theoretically showed that a
band gap of 3.5 – 7 eV is present[37, 39, 42]. With a two-dimensional geometry
and large energy gap, graphene fluoride has potential applications in UV light
emitter or detector and thin gate dielectric material.
In our study we explore high fluorination regime, where the properties of graphite
monofluoride are shown. Besides that, intermediate or dilute fluorination regimes also
have interesting physics. We observe large negative magnetoresistance at low carrier
densities in dilute fluorinated graphene sample (F/C < 0.05%)[177]. For 0.05% < F/C <
50%, fluorination inhomogeneity is observed to dominate macroscopic measurements,
including transport and absorption. The fluorination of graphene together with the
creation of defect sites results in CFx (x=1, 2, 3) functional groups. The inhomogeneity
also shows on local overlaying layers, where lack of fluorine is observed.
5.2 Graphite fluoride: synthesis and properties
5.2.1 Synthesis of graphite fluoride
Graphite fluoride has wide applications in lubricants, due to its layered structure. Its
synthesis method and structure have been studied before[37, 38, 40, 176, 178]. In our
study, we collaborate with F. Okino (Shinshu University, Japan), who is an expert in
carbon fluorination[179] to produce graphene fluoride by exfoliating graphite fluoride.
Graphite fluoride is synthesized by placing HOPG in 1 atm of F2 gas environment.
The system is heated up to 600 ºC and kept for 100 hours, as shown in Fig. 5-1. The
resulting material appears white and flaky. The amount of fluorine is estimated by weight
gain. Different temperatures have been tried. The weight gain measurement shows that
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600 ºC giives the hiighest fluo
orination. S
SP-1 graph
hite going through th
he identicall
fluorinationn condition
ns for 48 hours
h
as a control sho
ows an F/C
C ratio of 0.96 using
g
s, Kyoto Un
chemical an
nalysis (Lab
boratory forr Organic Elemental Microanalysi
M
niversity).

H
HOPG
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Figure 5-1. HOPG
H
and thhermally syn
nthesized graaphite fluoridde

X-rayy photoelecttron spectro
oscopy (XP
PS) is used to analyze the chemiccal bonds in
n
the synthessized materiial. More details on XPS techniqu
ue can be ffound in Ch
hapter 6.2.1.
XPS on thee C 1s state in fluorinaated HOPG is shown in
n Fig. 5-2. A strong peeak at 290.4
4
eV with a small
s
shoullder at 292.3 eV is obsserved. We assign the main peak to -CF and
d
the high ennergy side peak
p
to >CF
F2 groups reespectively[[40]. The signal corressponding to
o
sp2 -bonded
d carbon at 284.5
2
eV iss invisible, attesting
a
to a full fluorination.

Figure 5-2. High
H
resolutiion XPS spectrum of C 1s
1 on (CF)n. The
T main peak at 290.4 eV
e is from C
1s in C-F boonds. The shooulder at 292
2.3 eV is duee to C 1s in CF
C 2 groups. T
The peak duee to C-C sp
bond at 284..5 eV is abseent.
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5.2.2 Elemeental and structural chaaracterizatioon of graphiite fluoride
Theorettical calcu
ulations on
n the lattice structurre of (CF
F)n have been donee
previously[[180]. Heree, we characcterize the laattice constaants of the ssynthesized
d material to
o
show that it
i agrees wiith theoreticcal calculattion and hen
nce verify it is indeed
d (CF)n. Wee
also show the lattice vibration modes
m
observed in (CF
F)n agree w
with that caalculated by
y
DFT.
on from grap
phite fluoridde
5.2.2a X-raay diffractio
X-ray diffraction
d
(XRD) is an X-ray ttechnique commonly
c
used to deetect crystall
structure. From
F
the diffraction
d
pattern, orr spectrum, one can determine the latticee
constants. D
Due to the geometric
g
liimit, for layyered materiial, XRD onn bulk samp
ple can only
y
give lattice constants in the perpen
ndicular dirrection to th
he cutting pllane. Powdeer sample iss
vercome th
his limit. Inn our study
y, XPS is performed on the as-sometimes used to ov
d bulk samp
ple.
synthesized
Figure 5-3 showss the XRD
D spectrum
m from thee synthesized materiaal. Multiplee
diffraction peaks are observed, from which an inteer-layer sepparation of 5.82 Å iss
ment with existing
e
dataa on (CF)n[40].
[
calculated. This numbeer is in exceellent agreem

Figure 5-3. X-ray diffrraction specttrum of fluoorinated HO
OPG showingg inter-planee diffractionn
peaks (001) – (004) as inndicated in thhe figure. We
W extract an inter-layer separation off 5.82 Å from
m
the peak possitions. The crystalline
c
siize along the c-axis Lc is estimated too be 6 nm froom the widthh
of the (001) peak. The inn-plane diffraaction peaks are absent due
d to the geoometry of thee setup.
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5.2.2b Tran
nsmission ellectron micrroscopy of ggraphite flu
uoride
Transm
mission electtron miscro
oscopy (TEM) is an electron miccroscopy wiith imaging
g
resolution bbetter than SEM and capibility oof performiing electron
n diffraction
n (ED) and
d
dark field (DF)
(
imagin
ng. In TEM
M, a beam oof very high
h energy ellectrons (~2
200 keV) iss
transmitted
d through an
n ultra thin specimen aand magnified and focuused onto a fluorescentt
screen or a CCD camera.
c
TE
EM can bbe used to
o obtain innformation about thee
crystallograaphic structu
ure of samp
ple at atomic scale.

Figure 5-4. Schematic
S
drrawing of thee objective ooptics of TEM
M. Adapted ffrom Ref. [18
81]

In our study, TE
EM is used
d to obtain
n high reso
olution imaage, perforrm electron
n
e
energy loss speectroscpy (E
EELS). Wh
hen interactiing with thee
diffraction (ED) and electron
e
beaam can pass through thhe specimeen and form
m the direct beam or bee
specimen, electron
diffracted by
b crystal laattice. Thesee transmitteed beams are focused bby objectivee lens on thee
back focal plane as sh
hown in Fig
g. 5-4. For bright
b
field (BF) imaging, the dirrect beam iss
filtered by the objecttive aperturre and the image plan
ne is projeected onto an imaging
g
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device. In ED mode, the image on back focal plane is, instead, projected. EELS spectrum
is obstained by sending the transmitted beam into a spectrometer. Elemental and
chemical information can be extracted from EELS spectrum.
The samples for TEM generally require thin thickness, through which electron can
transmit through. In our study, we exfoliate thin sheets of (CF)n onto a TEM grid (Cu
with lacey carbon support) and imaged in a JEOL-2010F microscope. The sheets vary in
thickness and roughness, as reported previously in Ref. [39]. Very thin sheets
occasionally show step-like structures, consistent with the layered structure of (CF)n. An
example is given in Fig. 5-5(a). Electron diffraction (ED) of the circled area 1(0.25 μm2)
on a single terrace shows diffraction spots up to the 7th order and clear six-fold symmetry
(Fig. 5-5(b)). We estimate the lateral size of a nanocrystalline domain to be La ~ 20 nm
from the size of the 1st order spots, taking into account instrument broadening calibrated
by a reference graphene sample. Although area 1 encompasses many such nanocrystalline
domains, their lattice orientations appear to align, as indicated by the well-defined spot
locations. This situation changes as the electron beam is moved to a step edge of two
terraces (area 2 in Fig. 5-5(a)). The ED pattern shown in Fig. 5-5(c) now consists of two
sets of rotated patterns. As the electron beam includes more layers, ring-like structures
appear (Fig. 5-5(d)), indicating higher stacking disorder. This observation is consistent
with the very weak interlayer coupling of (CF)n. Diffraction spots and rings collected
from various locations on suspended CF sheets yield a lattice constant d100 of (2.21 ±
0.03) Å, corresponding to an expansion of 4 ± 1 % compared to 2.13 Å in graphene.
These results are in excellent agreement with the previously reported lattice constant of
(CF)n[38] and our DFT calculations of a single layer of graphene monofluoride,
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described below.

The
T
above structural characteriizations inddicate nan
nocrystallinee

monofluoride to be the dominant
d
bu
uilding blocck of the synnthesized compound.
graphene m

Figure 5-5. (a)
( Bright fieeld TEM imaage of a thinn sheet of graaphene monoofluoride susspended on a
TEM grid. The
T contrast comes from
m thickness variation. [(b)) and (c)] ED
D pattern froom circle “1””
and “2” in (aa), respectiveely. (d) A typpical ED patttern from thiick sheets off graphite moonofluoride.

5.2.2c Fouurier transfo
form infrareed spectrosscopy (FTIR) and Raaman specttroscopy off
graphite flu
uoride
Similarr to Raman spectroscop
py, Fourier transform infrared
i
speectroscopy (FTIR)
(
also
o
detects phoonon modess in a crystaal. As discu
ussed in Chaapter 2, Ram
man scatterring processs
involves ph
hoton-electrron and eleectron-phonnon scatterin
ng. IR abso
orption, however, is a
direct photo
on-phonon interaction. The energy
y for lattice phonons arre in a few to
t hundredss
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of meV, wh
hich is in IR
R spectrum
m region. Ussing Fourierr transform optics, the time framee
for data reccording proccess is greattly reduced..
Figure 5-6 shows FTIR specttrum of (CF
F)n using trransmissionn (blue) and
d attenuated
d
total reflecttion (ATR) configuratiions. The sp
pectrum inttensity usingg ATR is much
m
higherr
than that ussing transm
mission conffiguration. This
T is becaause ATR cconfiguratio
on allows uss
to collect ssignal only from (CF))n, while sig
gnal collected in transsmission measurement
m
t
includes thaat from the substrate (K
KBr).

Figure 5-6. FTIR
F
spectruum of (CF)n using
u
transm
mission (bottoom, blue) andd ATR setupp (top,
magenta).

There aare two maain peaks in
n FTIR spectrum, one around 12204 cm-1 an
nd the otherr
around 13552 cm-1. Thee two peakss have beenn observed previously
p
iin carbon flluoride[40].
Our DFT calculation
c
also prediccts the 120
04 cm-1 peaak for graphhene monofluoride, ass
shown in T
Table 5-1. It arises from
m C-F bond stretching at
a tertiary caarbon sites[[40].
Raman spectra of (CF)
(
ecorded usin
ng different laser excitaation energy
y. The main
n
n are re
i the specttrum is betw
ween ultravviolet (UV) and visiblee laser excittation lines,
difference in
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as shown in
n Fig. 5-7. As
A an exam
mple, Raman
n spectrum with 2.41 eeV excitatio
on is shown
n
here as a tyypical Ram
man spectrum
m of (CF)n with visiblee laser exciitation (mag
genta). Thiss
spectrum shows
s
the broadened
b
G-band an
nd D-band as seen freequently in disordered
d
graphitic m
materials. Ho
owever, witth 5.08 eV UV excitattion, Ramann spectrum completely
y
changes (blue). The G-band
G
and
d D-band diisappear, while
w
two neew modes show up. a
c -1, accom
mpanied by a weaker ppeak at 1345
5 (43) cm-1.
sharp peak appears at 1270 (32) cm
nctional theeory calcullations in bboth the fro
ozen phonoon and lineaar responsee
Density fun
approximattions inden
ntify the hiigher-frequeency mode as A1g moode with out-of-plane
o
e
motions off F against C and the lo
ower-frequeency mode as a two-foold degeneraate in-planee
Eg vibrationn, and the linear
l
respo
onse resultss are consisttent with thhe Eg modee having thee
stronger R
Raman resp
ponse (Tablle 5-1).Theese sharp Raman feaatures prov
vide furtherr
evidence to the crysstallinity off (CF)n[1822]. Their appearance
a
upon UV
V excitation
n
suggests reesonant pum
mping[182],,and implies that the band
b
gap off (CF)n is veery close to
o
5.08 eV.

Figure 5-7. Raman
R
specttrum of (CF)n with 2.41 eV
e (top, maggenta) and 5.008 eV laser excitation.
e
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The difference in Raman spectra with UV and visible laser lines is from the
match/mismatch of laser energy and inter-band transition. With 2.41 eV excitation, the
mid-gap states originated from remaining sp2 carbon are excited and hence give the
spectrum resembles that of disordered sp2 carbon. With 5.08 eV excitation, sp3 bands
from fully fluorinated carbon sites are excited and show fluorinated graphene Raman
modes.
Table 5-1. Summary of experimental results and density functional theory calculations for Raman
and IR active modes in graphene monofluoride.

Symmetry/Activity
A1g
Raman

Eg
Raman
2-fold degenerate

IR Active

A1g
Raman
IR Active
2-fold degenerate
Eg
Raman
2-fold degenerate
In-plane lattice
constant:

Frequency
Intensity
-1
(cm )
(Å4)
1328
–
1287
–
1314
60
1345
1242
–
1187
–
1161
117
1270
1238
–
1186
–
1202
1204
692
–
670
–
684
5
292
–
309
–
333
250
–
251
–
279
0.5
2.56 Å
2.61 Å
2.61 Å

Method
DFT-LDA
DFT-GGA
DFPT-GGA
Experiment
DFT-LDA
DFT-GGA
DFPT-GGA
Experiment
DFT-LDA
DFT-GGA
DFPT-GGA
Experiment
DFT-LDA
DFT-GGA
DFPT-GGA
DFT-LDA
DFT-GGA
DFPT-GGA
DFT-LDA
DFT-GGA
DFPT-GGA
DFT-LDA
DFT-GGA
DFPT-GGA

2.57 Å

Experiment
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5.2.3 Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy of graphite fluoride
We study photoluminescence (PL) spectra of (CF)n to identify the possible band gap
in (CF)n. Photoemission from (CF)n at different temperatures is recorded to understand
the origin of the emission. We found that all the emission lines from 2 eV – 5 eV are
from mid-gap states originated from unfluorinated carbon sites, or defects in (CF)n lattice.
The possible gap emission is either beyond 5 eV or suppressed due to high intensity of
defect emission.
5.2.3a Introduction to Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) is a phenomenon, in which the electron-hole pairs are first
excited by incoming photons, then the excited e-h pairs relax towards equilibrium
distribution, and finally the pairs recombine radiatively to produce the emission.

a

b

Eg
Eex

Energy (eV)
1.7 1.8

Intensity (Arb. Units)

E

EPL

k

750
700
650
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5-8. (a) Schematic drawing of band-to-band PL mechanism (b) PL spectrum due to bandto-band transition in GaAs measured (broken line) at room temperature and a pressure of 29.4
kbar. The solid curve is the theoretical curve. Ref. [183]
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In a perfect semiconductor crystal, band-to-band transition is the dominant PL
mechanism. As shown in Fig. 5-8a, an electron is excited to the conduction band, leaving
a hole in the valance band. The excited electron and hole relax to the conduction and
valence band extreme, respectively, where they recombine to emit a photon. Direct-band
gap semiconductors with high quality tend to be strong light emitters, e.g. GaAs. Indirectband gap semiconductors go through phonon-assisted transitions, and therefore generally
have much lower efficiency.
Figure 5-8b shows room temperature band-to-band PL spectrum of GaAs. The highenergy tail of the peak is fit to

/

, with T = 373 K[183], which is

the combination of joint density of states and Boltzmann distribution function. Here I will
show the width and free-to-bound transition.
Many studies have reported the observation of PL from graphene derivative, GO. In
GO, a large fraction of carbon is sp3 hybridized and covalently bonded with oxygen in
form of epoxy and hydroxyl groups. However, there also exist sp2 carbons, which either
bond with neighboring carbon atoms or with oxygen in the form of carboxyl and carbonyl
groups mainly at the edge.
PL from graphene oxide (GO) has been reported in many studies[168-170]. These
studies show that the emission from GO depends on the preparation methods. Generally
the emission lineshape is broad with a width of ~100 − 200 nm in visible region. This
agrees with the amorphous nature of GO. The emission decreases with the degree of
reduction of GO. To explain the relation of optical emission and the degree of reduction,
Ref. [168] proposes that the emission is related with electron-hole recombining at the
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energy level associated with sp2 carbon clusters embedded within the sp3 matrix. Further
studies are needed to verify this model.
5.2.3b PL from graphite fluoride at cryogenic temperature
We perform PL study on bulk (CF)n using four excitation laser lines ranging from
green to deep UV (514, 488, 364, 244 nm). The motivation of this study is to determine
the band gap of (CF)n. PL spectra are collected at room temperature, 85 K and 5 K using
two different gratings: an 1800 groove/mm grating from 1.2 to 3 eV, and a 3600
groove/mm grating from 2.5 to 5 eV. Raw spectra are corrected by the efficiency of the
gratings, which is calibrated using a halogen-deuterium balanced white light source.
Eight PL spectra (a) – (h) are shown in Fig. 5-9. Spectra (a) and (b) are normalized to
form a continuous trace from 1.5 – 3.4 eV based on overlapping data. Others are
normalized to their highest intensities. The excitation energy of each spectrum, Eex, is
labeled in the unit of eV.
The emission profile we observed depends on both the excitation energy and sample
temperature. Spectrum (c) obtained with Eex = 2.41 eV (514 nm) at room temperature
shows a broad emission profile from 1.5 – 2.4 eV. On top of the background, four
emission modes with roughly equal strength are visible. These modes are further resolved
upon cooling. Spectra (e) – (g) are taken at 85 K with Eex = 2.41 (514 nm), 2.54 (488
nm), and 3.41 eV (364 nm) respectively. Each spectrum shows the typical emission
profile of that Eex, i.e. it is insensitive to the location of the laser spot on the sample. The
four emission modes identified in spectrum (c) persist in (e) – (g) although their relative
strength changes drastically. These modes, labeled I1– I4, are marked by dashed lines and
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Figure 5-9. Photoluminescence from bulk (CF)n, taken at 295 K(a–d, red lines), 85 K (e–g, blue
lines) and 5 K (h, green line). The excitation energies are labeled in units of eV. The dashed lines
mark emission modes at 1.72, 1.94, 2.07, 2.25, 2.67 and 2.79 eV. The top inset shows a tentative
fitting of spectrum (e).

centered approximately at 1.70, 1.94, 2.07 and 2.25 eV. A slight upshift (< 0.02 eV) is
sometimes observed with increasing Eex. In the upper inset of Fig. 5-9, we show a
tentative fitting to spectrum (e) using Lorentzian lineshapes. This fitting requires three
additional modes, although their signatures in the spectra are very subtle. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of I1 –I4 ranges from 0.08 –0.17 eV. These values are much
larger than the thermal broadening kBT = 8 meV at 85 K, suggesting the presence of
defect-induced broadening. As Eex increases from 2.41 eV to 3.41 eV in spectra (e) – (g),
higher-energy emissions gain strength. For Eex= 2.41 and 2.54 eV, the green mode at I4 =
2.25 eV is the strongest. As Eex increases to 3.41 eV, a new mode centered at 2.8 eV
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(violet) begins to dominate the photoemission. This dominance is best seen in spectra (a)
and (b). Upon cooling to 5 K (spectrum (h)), this 2.8 eV peak splits into two modes: I5 at
2.67 eV and I6 at 2.79 eV, as marked in the figure. The FWHM’s of I5 and I6, 0.07 eV and
0.14 eV respectively, are similar to those of I1– I4 and again suggest extrinsic broadening.
As Eex increases further to 5.08 eV, the main emission upshifts to 2.94 eV and acquires
an asymmetric high-energy tail as shown in spectrum (d), with no other major modes. In
particular, the band-edge emission of (CF)n, which is expected to lie in the range of 3.5 –
5 eV, is absent[13, 37]. The large width of I1– I6, together with their sub-gap energies,
suggests that they most likely originate from midgap states produced by defects. The
absence of the band-edge emission may be due to either insufficiently large Eex, or
quenching from defect emission, as observed in defect-rich ZnO nanowires[184].
We suspect that all midgap defect states originate within the graphene monofluoride
plane, given the large inter-layer separation of (CF)n. Primary candidates are isolated or
clustered unfluorinated carbon atoms and unsaturated bonds at nanocrystalline domain
boundaries[13]. In addition, hexagon sp2 carbon rings may be present, as indicated by
the appearance of the D band in Raman obtained with 514 nm excitation[81] (Fig. 5-8).
The ladder of photoluminescent states suggests a similar hierarchy of well-defined defect
structures. The precise nature of the defects, as well as how to tailor and eliminate them
to control the emission of graphene monofluoride, will be the subject of future studies.
5.2.4 Exfoliation of graphite fluoride
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Figure 5-10.. AFM (a) annd SEM (b) images
i
of exxfoliated (CF
F)n on Si/SiO2 substrate. The
T scale barr
is 1 μm. Thee strands surrrounding thee flake are gluue residues.

To prod
duce sample suitable for devicee fabricatio
on, we exfooliate (CF)n using thee
Scotch tapee method, similar
s
to graphene
g
ex
xfoliation. Figure
F
5-100 shows AF
FM (a) and
d
SEM (b) im
mages of an exfoliated (CF)n flake on Si/SiO2 substrate. The
T exfoliaated (CF)n iss
much rough
her than graaphene. The minimum
m thickness for visible (CF)n flakees is ~5 nm,
as shown inn Fig. 5-10.
Electron
n beam lith
hography iss used to ppattern con
ntacts on (C
CF)n flakes.. The SEM
M
image of a (CF)n devicce is shown
n in Fig. 5-111. Two-poiint measureement show
ws resistancee
beyond TΩ
Ω with drain
n-source vo
oltage up to
o 10 V. Th
he fabricatioon process is repeated
d
several tim
mes and nonee of the fabrricated deviices shows turning on with back gate
g voltagee
up to 50 V.. The band gap in fully
y fluorinatedd graphene is expectedd to be 5 eV
V to up to 7
eV, which makes
m
it mo
ore like an insulator th
han semicon
nductor. Wiide band gaap insulatorr,
like diamon
nd, is found hard to contact
c
withh metal duee to large S
Schottky baarrier heightt
(SBH). Do
oping is one of the so
olutions. With
W boron doping,
d
meetal-diamond
d SBH can
n
reduced to below 2 eV[185].
e
Th
he easiest way
w of dop
ping grapheene fluoridee is through
h
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fluorine defficiency. Th
his calls for the study of
o the interm
mediate fluo
orination reg
gime, which
h
is the topic for the nex
xt section.

Figure 5-11. SEM imagge of a device fabricatedd on exfoliaated (CF)n onn Si/SiO2 su
ubstrate. Thee
scale bar is 1 μm.

5.3 Plasmaa fluorination of CVD
D graphene
As we have
h
seen in
n the last seection, mech
hanical exfo
oliation of ggraphite fluoride yieldss
small flakees of graphite fluoride with minim
mum thickneess of 5 nm
m. The size of flakes iss
around 1 × 2 μm2. The yield
d of this m
method is very low and the th
hickness iss
uncontrollaable. Directt fluorinatio
on of CVD
D graphene can potenttially yield large-scalee
single-layerr graphene fluoride. This
T
approacch has been
n taken by some previious studiess
and shownn significan
nt increase in sheet resistance
r
a
and
transpaarency[44, 186, 187].
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However, unlike
u
exfolliated graph
hene, CVD graphene
g
haas imperfection structu
ures, such ass
multilayer ppatches, follds and wrin
nkles[134, 135, 188], which
w
compplicate the fluorination
n
process. Due
D
to the experimen
ntal methodd employed
d in the prrevious stu
udies, thesee
microscopic features are
a not taken
n into accouunt in underrstanding thhe fluorinateed graphenee.
CF4 reactiv
ve ion plasm
ma is comm
monly used to etch Si or
o SiO2. It has been reeported thatt
with low power,
p
CF4 plasma can be used
d to fluorin
nate carbonn nanotubess[189-192].
Plasma fluorination has
h the advaantages of more direcctional than XeF2 and compatiblee
with lithogrraphy proceess. In our previous
p
stu
udy, we havee applied CF4 plasma to
t fluorinatee
exfoliated graphene
g
in
n the dilute regime[177]. Here, we
w enhance the fluorinaation recipee
in time and
d power and
d fluorinatee CVD grap
phene on co
opper foil orr transferred
d substratess
in higher fluorination regime.
r
5.3.1 Plasm
ma fluorinatiion
The dirrect fluorinaation of sin
ngle-layer graphene
g
is done in reaactive ion chamber,
c
in
n
which inertt gas like CF4 is broken
n down intoo ions and radicals
r
by rradio-frequ
uency powerr
driven oscillating electtrons. As sh
hown in Fig
g. 5-12, diffferent types of ions can
n form from
m
the plasma process and
d impact thee graphene surface.

Figure 5-12.. Illustration of graphenee fluorinationn through CF
F4 plasma whhich producees chemicallyy
reactive fluuorine radicaals. The disssociation eqquations aree two exam
mples of maany possiblee
reactions.
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The effect of plasma consists mechanical (bombardment) and chemical effects. By
tuning the parameters including gas pressure, power and time (duration), the ratio of the
two effects can be adjusted. In our study, we fix gas pressure of 100 mTorr, while change
power or time to conduct a systematic study on the fluorination process. Both time and
power sequences have been explored. For time sequence, the plasma power is fixed at 10
W, while for power sequence, the time is 10 min. After fluorination, the samples on
copper foils are studied by XPS. Large sheets on quartz substrates are studied by
absorption measurements. The sheets with pre-deposited electrodes are studied by
transport and CAFM measurements.
Absorption spectroscopy has long been used to characterize band gaps in
semiconductor materials by extracting absorption coefficient and correlating with
emission measurements[193, 194]. Absorption spectrum of pristine graphene in IR and
visible range has been demonstrated theoretically and experimentally to consist of a
universal absorption plus an interband transition peak downshifted by excitons to 4.5
eV[195-198]. In our studies, we obtain absorption spectra of pristine and fluorinated
graphene sheets on quartz substrates using transmission configuration on Lambda 950
UV-visible spectrometer. The absorption is calculated using the method introduced in Ref.
[195].
Figure 5-13a shows the measured absorption spectra of pristine (blue) and
fluorinated CVD graphene sheets with fixed fluorination power of 10 W and increasing
time of 3 min (dark yellow), 10 min (red), 12 min (black) and 15 min (magenta). The
absorption spectrum of pristine graphene shows a peak around 4.5 eV, which agrees with
studies in the literature[196, 198]. However, the baseline absorption from our
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measuremeent is ~ 3.3%
%. But theorry predicts tthe universaal absorptioon of grapheene is 2.3%,
and experriments peerformed with
w
micrroscopy deemonstrate the 2.3%
% baselinee
absorption[[195]. The higher baaseline we observed could be a combined
d effect off
multilayer growth and
d polymer residue
r
from
m transfer process.
p
Aft
fter 3 min fluorination
f
,
the overall absorption is reduced to 0.9%, acccompanied by decrease of the peaak intensity.
i
w see furthher decrease in both thhe baselinee absorption
we
n
As fluorinaation time increases,
and peak inntensity, wh
hich shows the loss off sp2 carbon
n region. It is likely th
hat these sp2
carbon sitees are conveerted into ssp3 via bonnding with fluorine atooms. The reesultant sp3
region is eexpected to
o show an absorption
n edge, as suggested by previou
us study on
n
fluorinated graphene sheets[187]
7]. However, due to the
t universsal absorptiion of

sp2

ding the sp3 absorption
n edge is chaallenging.
carbon, find

Figure 5-13.. Absorptionn spectra of pristine
p
(bluee) and plasm
ma fluorinatedd graphene in
i the visiblee
and near UV
V region withh fluorination
n recipe as 110 W 3 min (dark
(
yellow
w), 10 W 10 min
m (red), 100
W 12 min (bblack) and 100 W 15 min (magenta).
(
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As discussed in Chapter 2, Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to the defect density in
graphene[82, 199] and has been frequently used to monitor the change of graphene lattice
after chemical treatments[200]. The intensity ratio of ID/IG can measure defect density in
the range of 0.01~2.6%[81-83, 200]. Above 2.6%, ID/IG remains ~1. Figure 5-14a shows
Raman spectra of pristine and plasma fluorinated CVD graphene with fixed power of 10
W and increasing time from bottom to top. The pristine spectrum (bottom) shows the
average ID/IG ratio of 0.1, corresponding to a defect density of ~ 0.01%, which is mostly
like to reside on domain boundaries[49, 188]. Upon fluorination, Raman spectrum
develops intense D-band and diminished 2D-band. Fluorine attached carbon sites and
vacancies are the major types of defects in sp2 carbon lattice. The ID/IG can be used as a
measurement of fluorine coverage, with consideration of carbon vacancies. As
fluorination time increases, the peak intensity drops, while ID/IG holds at ~1. The 20 min
sample almost loses the spectrum. As discussed earlier, when defect density is above
2.6%, ID/IG ratio is no long sensitive for examining defect density. The decrease in
Raman intensity suggests the loss of sp2 carbon region in the system, either by losing the
carbon atoms or forming sp3 hybridization. Therefore, even with the same ID/IG ratio,
from 3 min to 20 min, the CVD samples have less and less sp2 carbon components.
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Figure 5-14.. (a) Raman spectra of prristine CVD graphene (bllack) and thaat after fluoriination of 100
W 3 min (reed), 10 W 100 min (blue), 10 W 12 miin (magenta)), 10 W 15 m
min (olive), 10
1 W 20 min
n
(orange). (b)) Raman speectra of pristtine exfoliateed graphene (black) and that after fluuorination off
10 W 3 min (red), 10 W 10 min (bluee) and 10 W 20 min (orannge).

We perform simiilar measurements on mechanical
m
ly exfoliateed graphene, which is a
fl
, ID/IG incrreases to ~2.
~ As timee
single crysstal (Fig. 5-14b). Witth 3 min fluorination,
increases too 10 min, ID/IG decreasses to ~1.1, and ~1 forr 20 min saample. Noticce that with
h
the same 3 min fluorin
nation, defect density is estimated as ~1.1% ffor exfoliateed graphenee
but >2.6%
% for CVD graphene.
g
T demonsstrates the CVD
This
C
grapheene is more chemically
y
reactive thaan exfoliateed one, whicch is likely to tie to th
he existence of domain boundariess
in CVD graaphene[49, 188].
5.3.2 X-rayy photoelecttron spectro
oscopy (XPS
S) from fluo
orinated graaphene
5.3.2a Intro
oduction to XPS
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface elemental characterization tool.
It detects not only elements but also their chemical states by irradiating the sample with
an X-ray (AlKα or MgKα source) beam and analyzing the generated photoelectrons. The
energy regions which are generally interesting to us are from core electrons. XPS analysis
of carbon in polymer is a common topic due to its capability of detecting chemical states.
Carbon atoms bonded with functional groups, e.g. double bonded oxygen and hydroxyl
groups, are known to give upshifted peaks in C1s spectrum[201]. Reference on the
different energy positions for different functional groups can be found in the XPS
handbook[201]. In our studies, XPS is used to give us information on 1) the existence of
a certain element and its chemical state, e.g. copper metal vs. copper oxide/fluoride 2) the
components of carbon sites with different chemical environment, e.g. sp2 or sp3 with C-F,
as discussed in details in the following section.
5.3.2b XPS of fluorinated graphene
As we have seen in the last section, Raman spectroscopy can no longer be used to
monitor the change of graphene sheets in this defect region, due to its insensitivity to the
defect change and the loss of peak intensity. We further characterize the fluorine content
ratio by XPS. Survey and high resolution (HR) of C1s, F1s, Cu2p and O1s spectra are
collected. Figure 5-15 shows six sets of HR XPS spectra of pristine and fluorinated
graphene according to CF4 plasma time sequence from 3 min to 20 min with power of 10
W (as labeled in the figure). The fitting function of peaks is a convolution of Gaussian
and Lorentzian functions (GL), except the strongest peak (sp2 carbon) in C1s spectrum.
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Figure 5-15. XPS of plasma fluorinated graphene according to time sequence. From top to bottom:
pristine, 10 W CF4 plasmas treatment for 3 min (CF033012), 10 min (CF033012), 12 min
(CF041812), 15 min (CF041812) and 20 min (CF041812). Inset: C1s high energy peak fitting (10
W12 min).

We first look at the spectrum of pristine graphene. C1s spectrum of pristine
graphene has a strong asymmetric peak at 284.3 eV. Pristine graphene consists of only
sp2 carbon. The origin of the peak asymmetry is the vibration modes in carbon
lattices[201]. According to Ref. [201], we fit C1s peak of pristine graphene with Gelius
function. There is no feature in F1s spectrum. Cu2p has spin-split peaks Cu 2p 1/2 and
Cu 2p 3/2 from copper metal. O1s spectrum has a weak asymmetric peak which can be
fitted by two GL peaks at 530.1eV and 531.4 eV. Their origins will be discussed later.
Upon fluorination, high-energy side peaks start to develop in C1s spectrum. Their
intensity increases with fluorination time till 12 min, after which only one peak remains
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visible. For 12 min sample, they are the most prominent, which can be fitted by five GL
peaks (C1 to C5), as shown by the inset of Fig. 5-15 in C1s panel. From literatures[202204], we know these side peaks can be traced to fluorine bounded carbon sites. Here we
carry out the assignment according to the correlated change of peak intensity in C1s, F1s
and Cu2p spectra. In F1s spectrum, we see two peaks for samples with fluorination time
longer than 3 min, which are named as peak A and B. In Cu2p spectrum, copper remains
mostly as copper metal for 3 min fluorination, and starts to show copper fluoride for 10
min fluorination. The appearance of copper fluoride in Cu2p spectrum comes together
with the appearance of peak B in F1s spectrum. Moreover, the energy position of peak B
agrees with that from copper fluoride[205]. Therefore we assign peak B in F1s spectrum
to copper fluoride, while peak A to carbon fluoride. When we come back to C1s panel we
see that the intensity of some side peaks increases/decreases with that of peak A. We can,
therefore, assign these peaks to fluorine bonded carbon sites. The extreme high energy of
C5 (8.5− 9.2 eV upshift from sp2 peak) points it to CF3 groups. Then we assign C4 (6.8–
7.1 eV upshift) to CF2 and C3 (5.0– 5.2 eV upshift) to CF groups. This assignment agrees
with Ref. [202]. Now we can look at the two lowest energy side peaks in C1s, C2 (3.8–
4.1 eV upshift), and C1(1.3 − 2.7 eV upshift). In our studies, C2 is commonly observed
across different samples and shows even when there is no carbon fluoride peak (A)
appears in F1s spectrum. Comparing its energy position with literatures, we attribute it to
C=O groups[167, 206]. We believe the introduction of oxygen-contained groups happens
when the sample is taken out of plasma chamber. From previous studies[39], fluorinated
graphene always carries defect sites created by fluorination process, which can be easily
passivated by oxygen gas in the atmosphere (Fig. 5-16). It is tempting to correlation O1s
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peak with C2. However, we find
d that the O1s
O peak is rather relatted with co
opper oxide.
Now we taake a close look at O1s spectra. Notice
N
that there is subbstantial inccrease of O
peak (P1 53
30.1 eV and
d P2 531.2 eV)
e in O1s spectra, oncce the sampple is subjecct to plasmaa
treatment. The
T oxygen
n percentagee calculatedd from eitheer peak P1 oor P2 is ten times
t
largerr
than the fro
om C2. We investigate
i
the peak arrea of P1, P2 (O1s), peaak B (F1s) and
a the high
h
energy peaaks above Cu
C metal peeaks (shaded
d region in
n Cu2p in F
Fig. 5-15). Considering
C
g
XPS sensitiivity factorss, we find th
hat these peeak areas ag
gree with thee existence of CuO and
d
CuF2. Stud
dies have sh
hown that graphene
g
is an effectiv
ve coating laayer to prev
vent copperr
from oxidiizing, which
h is the reeason for w
weak O1s peaks
p
from
m pristine graphene
g
on
n
copper[2077]. Plasma treatment
t
creates carbo
on vacanciees in grapheene, where underneath
h
copper is ex
xposed. Thee exposed copper
c
surfaace quickly oxidizes w
when exposeed to air and
d
gives us C
CuO signall in O1s sp
pectrum. In
n this situaation, the signal from
m C=O* iss
overwhelm
med by that from
f
CuO. The
T C1 peak
k is possibly
y from secoondary carbo
on atoms off
either CFx or
o C=O groups.

Figure 5-16.. Illustration of introductiion of oxygeen-contained functional ggroups in the graphene
fluorination process

Table 5-2 summ
maries the fitting resultss from C1ss spectra forr different fluorination
n
time. We see
s the CFx (x=1,2,3) componentts first incrreases to 11
1.5% with fluorination
n
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time of 3 m
min and 12.9
9% with 10 min. The hiighest CFx percentage
p
is reached at
a 12 min off
27.5%, which is the amount
a
of ssp3 carbon sites bondeed with F. A
As more an
nd more sp2
carbon sitess are converrted to CFx, we see thee increase off the amounnt of CFx forr x = 2 or 3.
The sharp ddecrease off CFx after 12 min cou
uld be related with thee formation of CF4 gass
molecules, which creaates fluorinee and carbo
on loss. Thiss loss of caarbon can bee seen from
m
ormalized to
t pristine graphene
g
peeak. We seee
the columnn of total arrea of C1s, which is no
for 20 min
n sample there
t
is an
n appreciab
ble amountt (~50%) oof sp2 carb
bon remain
n
untouched, which can also been see from thhe remainin
ng sp2 peak in C1s spectrum. Thiss
ome sp2 carrbon sites are
a not fluo
orinated eveen when othhers have become
b
CF4
suggests so
and taken aaway. Prelim
minary stud
dies by Woo
od et al. sh
how that cop
pper surface with high
h
index direection, e.g. <111>, is
i found tto suppresss the fluo
orination off graphenee
(unpublisheed). The co
opper surfaace in our studies is polycrystaalline. We believe thee
remaining ssp2 carbon peak is rellated with unfluorinate
u
ed graphenee pieces on high index
x
copper dom
mains.
Table 5-2 Suummary of carbon
c
compoonent peak inntensity vs. fluorination
f
ttime
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Here is a comment on the F1s spectrum. Notice the peak in 3 min sample spectrum
does not fall on either peak A or B. We believe this shifted peak is from carbon fluoride
and therefore name it peak A´. The possible reason for the energy shift is the different
bond nature: When there are only few carbon atoms bonded with fluorine atoms, the
carbon fluorine bond is ionic or semi-ionic (A´)[203]. When more fluorine atoms are
added to the system, the bond changes to covalent (A)[203].
Similar trend is also observed with fluorination power with fixed time of 10 min, as
shown in Fig. 5-19. From top to bottom, we show HR XPS spectra of pristine and
fluorinated sample with power of 10 W, 12 W, 14 W, 15 W and 20 W. The development
of high energy side peaks in C1s spectrum is observed with 10 W and further increased
with 12 W. However, when the power increases to 14 W, only C1 is left at high energy
side, which is from C=O groups as discussed previously. F1s spectrum show peak A, i.e.
carbon fluoride, for 10 W and 12 W, but not higher power samples. Table 5-3 summarizes
the fitting results from C1s spectra for different fluorination power. CFx (x = 1,2,3)
components increases to 12.9% with fluorination power of 10 W and 32.3% with 12 W,
which is highest fluorination we have achieved using plasma technique.
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Figure. 5-177 XPS spectraa of C1s, F1ss, Cu2p and O1s. From toop to bottom
m: pristine, 100 min CF4
plasmas treaatment with 10
1 W (CF0333012), 12 W (CF033012)), 14 W (CF0033012), 15 W
(CF031312)) and 20 W (C
CF031312).

Table 5-3. Summary
S
of carbon
c
compponent peak intensity
i
vs. fluorination power
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We observe that for the longest time or highest power fluorination studied here, the
remaining sp2 peak is prominent ~ 50% of pristine sample. The fixed position and width
of this peak indicates the remaining sp2 regions have their size beyond nm. Studies by
Wood et al. (not published) demonstrate graphene fluorination can be suppressed by
copper substrate, when the surface has high index, e.g. <111>. In our study, we do not
see direct evidence, except bilayer morphology change across copper domain in SEM
images. Figure 5-18 shows two SEM images of fluorinated graphene on copper foil.
Figure 5-18a shows the overall appearance of fluorinated graphene on copper, with
copper terraces becoming blunted. In Fig. 5-18b, we see a bilayer patch has different
morphology across a presumably copper domain boundary. This potentially supports the
copper surface plays a role in graphene fluorination and needs further studies. Figure 518 also implies that the surface of fluorinated graphene can be very rough, as also
observed in AFM images. Notice that the single-layer regions do not show any obvious
sign of change after fluorination, which we do not understand at this point.

Figure 5-18. SEM images of fluorinated graphene on copper. The scale bar is 1μm.
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XPS spectra off fluorinated
d graphenee sheets with the sam
me plasma recipe aree
t studied the
t reprodu
ucibility of the fluorinaation process. Figure 5-19 showss
compared to
XPS spectrra of fluorin
nated graph
hene with thhe same 10 W 10 min recipe. Thee amount off
fluorine acchieved in the
t final sy
ystem is the highest for
f S2 whille lowest fo
or S1. Thiss
difference in fluorinaation could be related with the copper
c
substrate effecct discussed
d
s
are needed too fully un
nderstand tthe reprodu
ucibility off
previously. Further studies
fluorinationn process.

Figure 5-19.. XPS of plassma fluorinatted CVD graaphene (S1, S2
S and S3 froom top to boottom) with
the same 10 W 10 min reecipe.

As a ccomparison
n, we also sttudy the efffect of F2 gas
g fluorinattion of CVD
D graphene.
In our preevious studiies, F2 gass has been applied to
o fluorinatee graphite at elevated
d
temperaturee[208, 2099]. The resulting
r
m
material
sh
hows to bbe close to
t graphitee
monofluoriide[209]. However,
H
wh
hen employ
yed on sing
gle-layer graaphene, fluo
orine gas att
high tempeerature resu
ults in damaage and desstruction off graphene sheet, possibly related
d
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with the daamage of thee substrate. At room tem
mperature, F2 gas is lesss reactive and
a capablee
of keeping a complete graphene sheet
s
after fl
fluorination.. Fig. 5-20 sshows HR XPS
X spectraa
of CVD graaphene on copper
c
afterr 24-hour fluuorination in
n F2 gas at rroom tempeerature. Thee
carbon-fluo
orine related
d peak inteensity is very week, th
hough we ccan be certain there iss
fluorine bonded with carbon
c
from
m A´ peak in
n F1s specttrum. From C1s spectru
um C3(-CF))
n sign of C4 and C5. C
Comparing with plasm
ma fluorination, F2 gas,
is only ~0.8%, with no
g
reagen
nt for graph
hite fluorid
de, is not efficient
e
at room temp
perature forr
though a good
single-layerr fluorinatio
on.

Figure 5-20.. XPS spectraa of C1s, F1ss, Cu2p and O1s of CVD
D graphene on copper afteer thermal
fluorination using F2 gass at room tem
mperature

5.3.3 Transsport measu
urements and
d conductivve AFM (C--AFM) on fl
fluorinated graphene
g
5.3.3 a Tran
nsport properties of flu
uorinated grraphene dev
vices
Previo
ous studies have show
wn that exfooliated graph
hite fluoridde shows no
on-linear IV
V
and its tem
mperature deependence follows
f
variiable-range hopping (V
VRH) modeel[208, 210,,
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211], with zero-bias resistance R0 ∝ e( 0

T /T )

1/3

, where T0 is inversely proportional to the

density of localized states. T0 extracted from fitting the transport data of CF to VRH
model shows dependence on carrier density, which implies the location of the mobility
edge[210, 211]. The maximum T0 at charge neutral point varies with sample F/C ratio.
Our CF0.7 sample reports T0 ~1.9×105 K[208], while Withers et al. report T0 ~ 12 K and
500 K for CF0.07 and CF0.24, respectively[211].
We perform transport experiments on two-terminal fluorinated CVD graphene
device with channel size of ~ 4×1 mm2 size (short bar).The samples are fluorinated with a
fixed power of 10 W and increasing time from 3 min (magenta), 10 min (blue), 12 min
(red) up to 15 min (black), as shown in Fig. 5-21.The inset shows the zoom-in plot for 12
min and 15 min sample. We can see that the zero-bias conduction decreases rapidly as
fluorination time increases. This plot shows the zero-bias resistance of 1 MΩ, 5.3 MΩ, 3
GΩ and above 0.3 TΩ (beyond measurement capability) for 3 min, 10 min, 12 min and
15 min samples, respectively. The lineshape changes from almost linear to non-linear (15
min sample is beyond measurement capability). For each fluorination recipe, the
resistance of fluorinated graphene devices has large distribution for different devices: 0.8
− 1.4 MΩ for 3 min devices, 3.3 − 9.3 MΩ for 10 min devices and 8.5 MΩ − >0.3 TΩ for
12 min devices.
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w two-poinnt electrodes on plasma fl
fluorinated grraphene with
h
Figure 5-21.. I-V curves measured with
fixed power of 10 W andd time of 3 min
m (magentaa), 10 min (blue), 12 min (red) and 15
5 min (black)).
The inset is a small-rangge plot to shoow the nonlinnearity of 12 min sample.

The traansport IV
V plots sho
ows that thhe fluorinaated grapheene sheets are fairly
y
conductive for 3 min and
a 10 min fluorinationn. With 12 min
m fluorinaation, the trransport gap
p
i ~ 1 V. Next
N
we wiill correlate the IV plo
ots with thee
from room temperaturre IV plot is
onded carbo
on sites in the system
m. From XP
PS spectra, a total CFx
amount of fluorine bo
a 12.9% is reached for 3 min and
a 10 minn fluorinatio
on at 10 W.
percentage of 11.5% and
m CFx reeaches max
ximum amoount of 27.5
5% and sp3
When the ttime increaases to 12 min,
percentage of ~50%. However,
H
these
t
XPS spectra
s
are collected fr
from grapheene fluorinee
s
w
which
poten
ntially can ssuppress thee fluorinatioon as discusssed earlier.
on copper substrate,
From absorrption specttra, we noticce that 17%
% of pristinee graphene absorption leads to thee
same absorrption levell as that off 12 min flluorinated sample
s
(Figg. 5-22). As
A discussed
d
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earlier, the absorption of the sp2 /sp3 mixturre system iss dominatedd by sp2 reg
gion. Figuree
2 min fluorination sam
mple, there could
c
be upp to 83% off sp3 region.
5-22 showss that for 12
Assuming the
t same raatio of CFx/G
GO, we end
d up with an
n upper bou
und for CFx percentagee
of 46%. In
I summary
y, the tran
nsport IV measured over mm size samplle at room
m
temperaturee shows deccrease of co
onductance versus fluo
orination tim
me. For 27.5
5% < CFx <
46%, we ob
bserve non--linear IV curve
c
with a transport gap
g of ~ 1 V
V. We will discuss thee
effect of thee distributio
on of sp3/sp2 region to conduction
n in the nextt section.

Figure 5-22.. Absorption spectra of 10 W 12 min sample (black) and pristtine sample × 17% (blue)).

5.3.3b C-A
AFM imagess and I-V prroperties
Conduuctive atom
mic force microscope
m
(C-AFM) is
i commonlly used to study locall
electrical characteristi
c
ics of thin film materials[212, 213].
2
In a convention
nal C-AFM
M
setup, thin films are prepared
p
on top of a coonducting laayer, usuallly Au. The conducting
g
nd the underrlying layerr serve as tw
wo electrodees.
AFM tip an
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Figure 5-23.. (a) C-AFM
M current imaage of CVD graphene onn quartz afteer CF4 plasm
ma of 10 W 3
min (CF0333012). (b) SEM
S
image of transferrred graphenee on Si/SiO
O2 showing examples off
imperfectionns. (c) Schem
matic drawingg of inhomoggeneous fluoorination duee to nanostrucctures

In ou
ur C-AFM study
s
fluoriinated CVD
D graphene, using the Ti electrod
de deposited
d
through shaadow mask and the AF
FM tip as tw
wo electrodees, we map oout local co
onduction off
pristine andd fluorinateed graphenee sheet. Prisstine grapheene shows a uniform conductance
c
e
over the im
maged area with
w resistan
nce below 8 MΩ (not shown).Thee fluorinated graphene,
however, iss highly non
n-uniform with
w pattern
ned conduction regions. Figure 5-2
23(a) showss
a large-areaa current maap of 10 W 3 min sampple, includin
ng a Ti elecctrode on the right side.
The conducction netwo
ork is formeed by backb
bones with width
w
of ~1100 nm, pattches in μm
m
size and th
hin line feattures. As diiscussed in Chapter 2, CVD grapphene sheets grown on
n
copper foiil consists mostly sin
ngle-layer graphene with imperrfection strructures ass
4, 215]. After
multilayer patches, fo
olds and wrinkles[21
w
A
wet trransfer pro
ocess, thesee
F 5-23(b)).
imperfectioon structuress remain, ass shown in Fig.
Comp
paring the size and shape
s
of thhe bright feeatures in current maap with thee
imperfectioon structurees, we can see
s that the bright patcches resembble multilay
yer patches,
and the bacckbones aree similar to
o the folds, and the thiin lines are similar to the wrinklee
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features. This implies that the local conduction at these structure features is likely to be a
result of inhomogeneous fluorination, as illustrated in Fig. 5-23(c). Folds and bilayer
patches have more than one layers of graphene overlaying, which results in less
fluorination on the bottom layers. For wrinkles, we believe the negative curve is account
for the local fluorination deficiency[216] [Jorge, unpublished].

Figure 5-24. Comparison of topography and current mapping from conductive AFM of plasma
fluorinated graphene with fluorination recipe as 10 W 3 min (a, b), 10 W 10 min (c, d), 10 W 12
min (e, f) and 10 W 15 min (g, h).

We further examine the change of topography and current images with increasing
fluorination time and fixed fluorination power of 10 W. Figure 5-24 shows the
topography (top) and current (bottom) images of 10 W fluorinated sample with plasma
time increasing from 3 min (a, b) to 10 min (c ,d), 12 min (e, f) and 15 min (g, h).
Comparing the top and bottom images for 10 min and 12 min sample, we can clearly see
the bright patches in current images are from the bilayer patches observed in topography
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images, though at this stage the bilayer step is measured to be 3 – 4 nm. The current
observed at the bilayer patches is 80 pA for 10 min sample and 7 pA for 12 min sample
with the same bias of 5 V, which is one magnitude smaller with two more minutes of
fluorination. For 3 min fluorination, no multilayer patch appears in topography image,
which is likely due to the roughness of quartz substrate ( ~ 1 nm). This implies the bilayer
step for this sample is below 1 nm. The current at the multilayer patch is observed as 0.6
nA (bias = 3.5 V), which is, again, a magnitude larger than 10 min sample. When the
time increases to 15 min, we lose the bilayer pattern in current image and instead only a
trilayer island shows. As shown in Fig. 5-23(c), the fluorination first happens at the top
layer. The 15 min sample shows with increasing fluorination time, the underlying layer
also picks up fluorine. In summary, we observe decreasing current in the order of
magnitude at bilayer patches with increasing fluorination time. For 15 min sample, the
current drops below the detection limit. In contrary, the bilayer step is observed to
increase by 2 – 3 nm with fluorination time of 3 min to 10 min and beyond. Similar
increase of thickness of graphene sheet after fluorination has been reported before to be
around 1 nm [217].
Now let us look at the line features in the images. Two types of line features
present in current images, which correspond to folds (thickness > 100 nm) and wrinkles
(thickness <100 nm) in topography images. For 3 min sample, we have many thin
wrinkle features in the current image, which are still relatively conducting. But when the
time increases to 10 min and beyond, these thin wrinkle features quickly fade away, left
only thick folds and multilayer patches. This agrees with the previous schematics. The
non-uniform fluorination at wrinkles is due to negative curvature effect, while that on
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multilayerss is due to overlaying
g layers. Th
he other lin
ne features – folds – has similarr
fluorinationn resistancee as the trilaayer regionn. This agreees with thee illustration
n in Fig. 5-23(c), in wh
hich folds consist
c
of th
hree layer stacking.

Figure 5-255. AFM imaages of graaphene transsferred onto Si wafer showing qu
uarsi-periodicc
wrinkles. Thhe scale bar is
i 1um. The color
c
bar is iin nm. Imagee courtesy off Junjie Wang
g.

Noticce that Fig. 5-23a sh
hows thin parallel
p
briight lines. We believ
ve they aree
associated with the qu
uarsi-period
dic wrinkless observed in
i the AFM
M images off transferred
d
graphene (F
Fig. 5-25). Similar
S
pattterns have been
b
report earlier[218]
8]. It is attrib
buted to thee
terraces on copper surfface, while lead to corrrugation of graphene
g
shheet.
From the schemaatics (Fig. 5-23c)
5
we ccan see that the conducction we observe in thee
current maap is throug
gh underlyiing layers. This layer also allow
ws us to perform locall
tunneling experiment.
e
. The typiccal tunnelinng current (I) versus bias voltaage (V) forr
pristine andd fluorinated graphene sheets is plotted in Fig. 5-26(a). The circuit diagram off
the tunnelinng measurem
ment is illustrated in th
he inset. Wiith a 530 MΩ
Ω resistor in
n series, thee
pristine sam
mple shows a linear IV
V with resisttance of 538
8 MΩ. Withh 10 W fluo
orination forr
3 min, the ttunneling current beco
omes highlyy nonlinear over the rannge of -4 – 4 V (blue).
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With the ssame fluorin
nation pow
wer, we obsserve similaar nonlinearr tunneling current on
n
samples wiith fluorinattion time of 10 min (m
magenta), 12 min (redd) and 15 min
m ( black).
Notice thatt unlike tran
nsport IV curves,
c
the tunneling current
c
is noonlinear even with thee
shortest fluuorination tiime (3 min)). This obseervation agrrees with thhe conclusio
on we drew
w
earlier – the macrosco
opic conducttion is throu
ugh the perrcolation of less fluorin
nated region
n
a average of the film. The turn-o
on point, where
w
the cuurrent starts to increasee
instead of an
sharply, forr these sam
mples upshiffts (or down
nshifts for negative
n
biaas) as fluoriination timee
increases. At
A bias bey
yond turn-o
on point, thhe tunneling
g current decreases drrastically ass
fluorinationn time inccreases. Th
hese behaviiors all in
ndicate the fluorinated
d graphenee
becomes more
m
and more
m
insulaating as flu
uorination tiime increasses, which implies an
n
increasing ratio of sp
p3/sp2 carb
bon sites. T
This is con
nsistent wiith the obsservation off
n regions in current map
ps.
decreasing conduction

Figure 5-266. (a) Tunnneling curreent versus bias voltagge for pristtine (olive, divided by
y
10),CF033012 10 W 3 min
m (blue), CF033012
C
100 W 10 min (magenta), CF041812 10
1 W 12 min
n
F041812 10 W 15 min (black).
(
Insett: Schematicc drawing off the measureement circuitt
(red) and CF
diagram. (b)) A typical Pooole-Frenkell plot for 10 W 3 min sam
mple.
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We have shown in Section 5.3.2a that for 10 W 3 min fluorination, the fluorine
atoms have not penetrated one layer of graphene, indicated by the Cu2p spectrum
remaining metal copper. This condition guarantees that the underlying layer is conducting
enough to resemble a metal bottom conduction setup as seen in the conventional C-AFM
measurements. For this fluorination condition, we find the tunneling current agrees with
Poole-Frenkel (PF) mechanism. The PF effect has been observed in tunneling
measurements of dielectric films with charge traps[219, 220]. In plasma fluorinated
graphene, we have learned it consists of sp3 and sp2 carbon sites. While sp3 carbon sites
support an open band, sp2 carbon sites contribute to mid-gap states. These states are very
likely to serve as charge traps for tunneling current, which is described by PF model.
For a simplified scenario, in which only one type of charge traps is considered, the
tunneling current is proportional to I ∝

V − qΦ ξ kT
e
e
d

β
d ξ kT

V

and β =

q3

πε 0ε r

. qФ is the

ionization energy for the trap. ξ ranges from 1 to 2, depending on the acceptor
compensation in present[220], and d is the distance across which the electric field is
applied. The slope of PF plot is

β
92
/ ln10 , which is
/ ln10 V-1/2 at
d ξ kT
ξ ε r d (nm)

room temperature. For our sample, we can take d as the sample thickness. However, the
thickness we measure through AFM contact mode (3 – 4 nm) is much larger than that for
even fully fluorinated graphene (~0.6nm)[180, 209]. As discussed earlier, fluorinated
graphene can be very rough (Fig. 5-24). We attribute the mismatch between the measured
and expected thickness to surface corrugation of fluorinated graphene. The real thickness
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d of the sheet can range from 0.4 nm to 0.6 nm. At bias above 1.8 V, the tunneling
current is linear in PF plot, as shown in Fig. 5-26 (b).

Figure 5-27. Correlation between sample thickness d (nm) and relative dielectric constant of the
sample εr with PF plot slope of 27.0/ln10 V-1/2, ξ = 1 (blue) and 2 (magenta).

Analysis on four curves yields an average slope of 27.0 / ln10 V-1/2 with a
distribution from 21.4 to 31.5 (/ ln10 nm/V)1/2. A calculated correlation between sample
thickness d (nm) and dielectric constant εr is shown in Fig.5-27 using the average slope.
The shaded region labels the possible d (0.4 − 0.6 nm) and εr. Fluorocarbon materials,
such as Teflon, are known to have low dielectric constant of 1.9−3. The range of εr from
our slope fitting also shows low value, which agrees with our expectations. Further
temperature dependence studies could give us more information on the ionization energy
of a particular charge trap.
5.4 Summaries
In this chapter, we examined fluorinated graphite and graphene for their band
structure change. The gas fluorinated graphite is shown as graphite monofluoride (CF)n
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with domain size in nanometer. Six emission modes are observed from (CF)n with laser
excitations of 2.41 – 5.08 eV. The energy and linewidth of these modes point to defectinduced midgap states as the source of the photoemission. The exfoliation of (CF)n yields
small flakes (1× 2 µm2) with minimum thickness of 5 nm. Plasma fluorination of CVD
graphene yields large sheet of graphene fluoride. XPS spectra of the resulting materials
show the amount of fluorine first increases then sharply drops to zero as fluorination time
or power increases. Possible explanation ties to the formation of CF4. Due to the
existence of imperfection structures, fluorination of CVD graphene is highly
inhomogeneous. We study the local conduction of fluorinated graphene sheet using CAFM and show the order of magnitude decrease of tunneling current with fluorination
time. Our findings open the window to electro-optical applications of graphene fluoride.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1 Conclusions
Graphene has attracted tremendous amount of research interest since its discovery. It
possesses a linear band structure near Fermi level, extreme mobility, mechanical strength
and chemical inertness. Being a single atomic layer, graphene has the largest surface-tovolume ratio and extremely small thickness. Besides fundamental understanding of the
2D massless Dirac fermions, possible applications of graphene have also attracted lots of
interest. The possibilities include but not limit to: partially replacing silicon in MOSFET
devices, transparent conducive electrodes, sensors of gas, ions, and biological species,
oxidation resistant coatings, cathode material for lithium ion batteries, etc.[11, 12, 207,
221-223].
In this thesis, we have explored the route of replacing silicon in ISFETs with
graphene channel. With high mobility in graphene, ISGFETs are expected to show higher
current sensitivity with the same gate as conventional Si ISFETs. By integrating CVD
graphene sheet into ISFET devices, we experimentally demonstrated graphene based ionsensitive FET arrays. Fitting the transfer curves measured with back gate using charged
impurity theory, we extracted the carrier mobility distribution, which is around 5000
cm2/Vs for both electrons and holes. The gating efficiency is increased by a factor of 10
when using solution top gate, which leads to a high transconductance (gm/VDS) of 0.6
mS/V. Pulsing gate technique is used to suppress the hysteresis of GFETs. With pulsing
gate, we demonstrated the application of ISGEFT arrays in pH sensing. The pH sensing
mechanism for ISGFETs is similar to other ISFETs with SiO2 as sensing surface, and
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therefore possessing similar potential sensitivity of 46 mV/pH. However, with a higher
transconductance, ISGFETs are more sensitive to current change induced by pH variation.
We also demonstrated successful silanization of the top SiO2 with APTMS. The pH
sensitivity changes to 37 mV/pH after silanization. The silanized ISGFET arrays with
further attachment chemistry are ideal biosensors. Our preliminary results on DNA
sensing were presented.
Graphene lacks a band gap for optoelectronic applications. Band gap tuning of
graphene is another important topic in graphene research. Current approaches are:
quantum confinement in graphene nanoribbons, chemical treatment to change sp2 carbon
into sp3, field-induced gap opening in bi- and tri-layer graphene. For large-scale
applications, chemical treatment is the most promising approach. Preliminary studies
include hydrogenation and fluorination of graphene and show possible signs of gap
opening[36, 39, 187, 224]. In our studies, we explored the possibility of band gap
opening in graphene with fluorination. To achieve single- to few-layer fluorinated
graphene, two approaches were studied: thermal fluorination of HOPG with fluorine gas
followed by exfoliation and plasma fluorination of CVD graphene. Gas fluorination of
HOPG was found to yield highest F/C ratio ~ 1, i.e. the resulting material is mostly (CF)n.
Photoluminescence study on (CF)n shows the existence of six emission modes from 2 eV
– 5 eV with excitation energy up to 5.08 eV. In-depth study on the temperature
dependence of the peak lineshape implies that the origins of these emissions are likely to
be mid-gap states. This means that the band gap of (CF)n could be beyond 5.08 eV, which
makes it a wide gap insulator. Devices fabricated on exfoliated (CF)n face the challenge
of contact issues. The lower fluorination regime is promising in solving the contact
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problem by providing a reduced gap. We explored the intermediate fluorination regime
through direct fluorination of CVD graphene with CF4 plasma. Using this method, we
studied fluorinated graphene with various degree of fluorination with up to 32 % of
fluorinated carbon in the system. The resulting material is a mixer of sp2 carbon, fluorine
bonded carbon and carbon vacancies, which are passivated by oxygen groups (>C=O).
Elemental analysis shows the evolution of CFx (x=1, 2, 3) functional groups. As more
fluorine is added to the system, more CF2 and CF3 are present. With fluorination time or
power exceeding a critical point, F/C ratio decreases to almost zero. We believe this is
related with the formation of CF4 gas molecules, which results in the loss of both fluorine
and carbon atoms. The current mapping of the fluorinated graphene sheet reveals the
existence of a conduction network, formed by the imperfection structures of CVD
graphene. Local tunneling current decreases in the order of magnitude with fluorination
time. On the lowest fluorinated graphene we observed the Poole-Frenkel tunneling
behavior, which agrees with the existence of charge traps in the system.
Our studies demonstrate the potential applications of graphene as silicon substitute in
ISFETs. For optical and optoelectronic applications, we present the chemical derivative
of graphene, graphene fluoride, in a wide range of F/C ratio. With high fluorination,
(CF)n is a wide gap insulator with mid-gap states present. Fluorinated graphene at lower
F/C ratio is promising to possess a gap with a comfortable size. We show 1) the
fluorination of graphene has an upper bound which is the formation of CF4 2) the
importance of considering the inhomogeneity of such system.

6.2 Future work
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In the end of this thesis, several questions are still open and need further studies. The
most important one is:
Can ISGFETs achieve enough sensitivity to DNA molecules for practical applications?
In our studies, some devices show no shift after PNA-DNA hybridization or cleavage
of the double strands. Therefore, a question is raised on the reliability DNA sensing using
ISGFETs. Compared to pH sensing, uncertainties in DNA molecule sensing using the
intrinsic negative charges of DNA are much larger. A recent study on genome sequencing
using floating gate silicon ISFET achieves accuracy as high as 99.99% [146]. This study
utilizes the change of local pH during DNA polymerase to achieve real-time detection. It
demonstrates that the robust pH sensing of oxide surface is one of the solutions to the
uncertainties of sensing intrinsic DNA charges. Moreover, using floating gate design, one
can separate the sensing area from the gate area, and achieve large area sensing with
small device dimension. This is especially useful to GFETs, due to the inhomogeneity
problem in large dimension GFETs[225, 226]. With a proper design, ISGFETs are
promising for practical DNA molecule sensing or genome sequencing.

The potential future projects related with the applications of graphene and graphene
fluoride are as follows:

1. Further enhancement in the transconductance of GFETs
Transconductance, gm, is one of the most important properties of a FET. To ISFET, a
higher gm implies a higher current sensitivity. The ISGFETs presented in this study have
a normalized transconductance of gm/VDC = 0.6 mS/V. The highest gm of GFET is
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reported using electrolyte gate, in which graphene is exposed to solution[124]. There are
two ways to improve gm: 1) to boost the mobility of GFETs and 2) to enlarge the gate
capacitance. It has been reported that CVD graphene grown on 99.999% pure copper
foils shows higher mobility (centers around 7300 cm2/Vs) than that on 99.5% copper
foils[87], which are employed in our study. Graphene sheets grown on ultra pure copper
foils are potentially capable of enhancing GFET mobility by a factor of 1.5. Single crystal
growth and transfer is also an interesting approach. Another way of increasing gm is by
enlarging the gate capacitance. With 20 nm HfO2 and 25 nm SiO2, we have achieved a
gate capacitance 10 times larger than back gate. By decreasing the gate oxide thickness or
using high κ oxide, such as HfO2 and Ta2O5, higher gate capacitance can be achieved.
Tantalum pentoxide has been widely used in ISFET due to its high dielectric constant, κ,
and pH sensitivity. Integrating Ta2O5 into ISGFET can potentially benefit both the gate
capacitance and pH sensing stability.

2. Tunneling behavior of plasma fluorinated graphene
The tunneling measurement performed on plasma fluorinated CVD graphene sample
shows decrease of current with increasing fluorination time. The measurement employs
the underlying graphene layer as one of the electrode. In the conventional C-AFM
configuration, samples are prepared on a metal substrate, usually Au or Pt. To transfer a
CVD graphene sheet onto a metal substrate can enable us to study the tunneling behavior
on a highly fluorinated regime. As discussed in Chapter 5, the tunneling current is
observed to follow Poole-Frenkel (PF) model for the low fluorination condition. In PF
tunneling, the current is proportional to I ∝

V − qΦ /ξ kT β /ξ kT
e
e
e
d

V

d

, with no dependence on
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the electrode work function. Further experiments using different metal contacts would be
interesting to test the consistency. It would also be interesting to explore the temperature
dependence of the tunneling current, which, according to PF theory, will give us the
ionization energy, Ф, of charge traps. For other fluorination conditions, with metal
substrates, accurate tunneling measurements can be performed, which will facilitate our
understanding the fluorinated graphene, the possibility of integrating it into
optoelectronic devices.

Appendix A
Pulsing gate measurements
As described in Chapter 3, pulsing gate is used to suppress hysteresis in GFET
measurements and achieve higher sensitivity in ISGFETs.
A.1 Circuit
The circuit for pulse measurement is shown in Fig. 3-20. Basically, the gate voltage is
applied through the analog output of a DAQ card (National Instrument). VDS is applied
through a DC source meter (Yokogawa) on the drain of the ISGFET and IDS is measured
using a preamplifier (Ithaca 1211) and the analog input of the DAQ card. AC
measurement for drain-source circuit has been tested using a Lock-in amplifier, in which
oscillations at pulse edge are observed.
A.2 Pulse code
The measurement is realized by programming the DAQ card using Labview. The
interface of the Labview program for pulse measurement is shown in Fig. A-1. There are
two channels shown: the top one is for output; the bottom one is for input. The clock rate
(Rate) for both input and output should be set the same.
Output
The output waveform is generated according to an array, which is created in Matlab.
Here the program creates one cycle of pulse with pulse height either increasing,
decreasing or flipping signs. The program is as follows: [S, n] = PulseGen (fn,
v_High_start, v_High_end, v_step, p, offset). fn is the name of the file. v_High_start is
the height of the first pulse. v_High_end is the height of the last pulse. v_step is the size
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of step for each increaase or decreease. p is th
he polarity of
o the pulsee. p = 1 forr p++ or p--f p+-. Fig
gure A-2 illu
ustrates the parameters for pulse pattern generration.
and p = -1 for

Figure A-1. Labview proogram “Pulsee generate_m
measure” inteerface for pullse measurem
ment

More parameters
p
c be chan
can
nged in Mattlab like iniitLOW, nLO
OW and nH
High, which
h
will be disccussed laterr. After runn
ning the proogram, we obtain a so
ource file with an array
y
of numberss. The size of the arraay is the “so
ource samp
ple #”. The “Number of
o pulses to
o
average” iss the numbeer of cycles one wants to average.. Notice thaat the wavefform data iss
uploaded onto
o
DAQ at
a the begin
nning of eacch measurem
ment, whichh has a lim
mited size off
buffer. Mak
ke sure tha
at the Source sample # × Numbeer of pulsess to averagee < 200,000
0.
The larger this numb
ber is, the longer the measurement will takke. Usually
y when thee
2 min.
product is 1100,000, thee time for eaach measurement is ~2
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Figure A-2. Generate puulse pattern using
u
Matlab program

Input
he program finishes, th
he Status inffo will show
w together with
w a waveeform in thee
After th
bottom win
ndow. The raw
r data is read from DAQ card (Fig. 4-18aa). To read the currentt
correspond
ding to each
h pulse, onee needs to synchronizze output annd input. This
T
is donee
automaticallly by Labview when
n the start ttrigger of output
o
is w
wired to thaat of input.
However, ddue to softw
ware delay, the two daata do not overlap exacctly in time (Fig. A-3).
The input pulse
p
also has
h a rising region
r
and eedge spikess, which neeed to be exccluded from
m
the averagee. The regio
on that is sellected to be averaged is shown in Fig. A-3. The
T program
m
to read the data is [Rav
ve] = PulseAverage (D
D, N_cycle, N_pulse, soourcenumbeer). D is thee
mber of pulsses for each
h
data name. N_cycle iss the number of cycles. N_pulse is the num
ourcenumber” is the siize of the source
s
array
y. L19 of this
t
program
m, R(j, :) =
cycles. “so
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PulseRead__R (Data(j, :), 143 + 5*( j - 1), 1557 +5*( j - 1)), N_pulsse), defines the plateau
u
region to av
verage and needs to bee changed if source filee is changed. Notice th
hat between
n
each cycle, there is 5-ttick shift fro
om Labview
w.

Figure A-3. Input readinng needs to coonsider delayy and region to average

meters
A.3 Param
As disccussed in Ch
hapter 3, thee importantt parameterss for a pulsee pattern is Voff, ton, tofff
and pulse hheight. We have
h
learned
d in this secction that Voff and pulsee height aree defined by
y
the Matlab program “PulseGen”
“
. ton and tofff are determ
mined by bboth PulseG
Gen and thee
p
“Pulse generaate_measuree”. In PulsseGen you can find nLOW
n
and
d
Labview program
nHigh, whiich defines the
t numberr of data poiints for toff and
a ton. Thee clock rate,, or Rate, in
n
Pulse generrate_measurre determin
nes how fastt each pointt is output. toff = nLOW
W/Rate and
d
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ton = nHigh/Rate. Therefore, to increase or decrease pulse length we can either decrease
nHigh or increase Rate. For oxide back gate, pulse length of 0.2 ms results in transfer
curve with no hysteresis. But for solution top gate, the movement of ions is slow. A pulse
length of 25 ms is needed. Due to the DAQ card output limit of 10 V, pulsing back gate
measurement can only be used as test. Another parameter one can change is initLOW,
which determines how long the Voff is first supplied before the first pulse. This step can
be used to stabilize the system to Voff before measurements.

Appendix B
Sensing measurement protocols
In our studies, we find that the sensing measurement, especially after ISGFET chips
are functionalized, needs to follow a series of protocols to achieve reproducible results.
B.1 Wet storage
It has been reported earlier that ISFETs experience temporary drift at the beginning of
measurements after dry storage (Fig. B-1). The final state seems to depend on the time of
dry storage[158]. We observe similar behavior in our studies, mostly for molecule
functionalized devices.

Figure B-1. Temporary drifts of three ISFETs. Adapted from Ref. [158]

During our measurement of the pH sensing of APTMS functionalized ISGFETs, we
find similar drift in our devices after dry step. Figure B-2 shows four transfer curves
measured in a sequence of before APTMS, immediately after APTMS, after soaking in
PBS solution overnight and after soaking in PBS for two nights. Between the first
measurement of after APTMS and before APTMS there is a dry step of around one hour.
We can see that after PBS soaking of one night, VD upshifts by ~100 mV. The second
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soaking ressults in a sm
mall upshiftss. We see noo further sh
hift afterwarrds and beliieve that thee
system is nnow stabilizzed. Withou
ut considerinng the stabiilization proocess, the sh
hift induced
d
by APTMS
S is ΔVD´ wh
hich is sign
nificantly larrger than th
he real shift ΔVD.

Figure B-2. R(Vtg) plotss for an ISGF
FET chip beffore and afterr APTMS fuunctionalizatiion, after
PBS soakingg overnight and
a after morre than 48 hoours.

We obsserve similaar trend of upshift
u
at iniitial measurrements afteer the chip is stored dry
y.
To avoid thhis drift effeect, we alwaays store thee chip in thee PBS solution.

B.2 Stability in pH measuremen
m
nt
In the ppH measureement, the electrolyte
e
s
solution
is constantly changing. In
I this case,
the chip as well as the reference electrode
e
is soaked in th
he same PB
BS solution for the nextt
e
measu
urement forr at least 5 min. We observe drift
d
of Vouut
measuremeent before each
(IDS/sensitiv
vity) readou
ut from preaamplifier att the beginn
ning of the m
measuremen
nt when pH
H
changes wiithout a stab
bilization steep (Fig. B-3
3).
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me in the pH sensing
s
meassurement witthout pH
Figure B-3. Vout from thee preamplifieer versus tim
stabilizationn step.

In the P
PNA-DNA sensing ex
xperiment, we
w notice th
hat, with th
he two proto
ocols, somee
devices stilll cannot sttabilize in repeating
r
m
measuremen
nts. The reaason for theese drifts iss
unknown too us at this point
p
and neeeds furtherr studies.

B.3 Other general rulles
e
Reference electrodes
It is reccommended
d to test th
he referencee electrodess regularly to avoid measurement
m
t
errors inducced by brok
ken referencce electrodees. They can
n be tested uusing a bran
nd new one.
The voltagee reading on
o the two electrodes
e
s
should
be th
he same witth a difference smallerr
than 10 mV
V.
Silicone spacer
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Silicone spacers are cut from a silicone sheet using punchers. The use of silicon
spacers is essential in achieving always-wet operation and also in measurements with
hydrophilic surface. The glue of silicone spacers is dissolvable in ethanol, in which
silanization reaction is performed. Therefore, the spacers can only be used after APTMS
step. During the operation of putting down the spacer, the chip is inevitably exposed to
dry environment. For stable measurement, after silicon spacers are applied, the chip need
to be soaked in solution for at least 8 hours before the first measurement.
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